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Abstract
We develop some Higher-Order Abstract Syntax (HOAS) concepts
and proof principles as a collection of definitions and propositions
on top of the original syntax with bindings. Our approach brings
together hassle-free (i.e., binding- and substitution-free) manipula-
tion of the objects on the one hand, and inductive reasoning about
the same objects on the other. We present our approach by pro-
viding adequate representations of the untyped λ-calculus, its β-
reduction and its Curry-style System F typing. The HOAS induc-
tion and recursion principles extracted from the encoding are il-
lustrated by employing them in tandem to naturally (re)discover a
proof of strong normalization for typable terms in System F.
1. Introduction
HOAS (Higher-Order Abstract Syntax) is a methodology for repre-
senting formal systems (typically, logical systems or static or dy-
namic semantics of programming languages or calculi), referred to
as object systems, into a fixed suitably chosen logic, referred to as
the meta logic. HOAS prescribes that the object system be repre-
sented in the meta logic so that variable-binding, substitution and
inference mechanisms of the former be captured by corresponding
mechanisms of the latter.
Inspired by Church’s idea to represent all logical connectives
and quantifiers using λ-abstraction in simple type theory, HOAS
originated more or less independently in [20, 32, 17, 29] and has
been ever since extensively developed in frameworks with a wide
variety of features and flavors. We can distinguish two main (over-
lapping) directions in these developments.
• First, the employment of a chosen meta logic as a pure logical
framework, used for defining object systems for the purpose of rea-
soning inside those systems. For example, one may want to write
an implementation of first-order logic (FOL). To this end, one may
perform a HOAS encoding of this system in (a weak version of)
higher-order logic (HOL), for which we assume that an implemen-
tation is already available – here, FOL would be the object sys-
tem, and HOL the meta logic. Thanks to the affinities between the
mechanisms of these two logics, one obtains the desired implemen-
tation of FOL by merely declaring in HOL the necessary types and
constants and stating the necessary FOL axioms and rules as HOL
axioms – then the mechanisms for building FOL deductions (in-
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cluding substitution, instantiation, etc.) are already present in the
meta logic, HOL.1 If strong affinities between the object system
and the meta logic exist, then HOAS works very smoothly; other-
wise, HOAS of course loses some of its convenience. However, as
argued in [4] for a series of non-standard object systems, in many
cases it is worth spending time discovering non-obvious affinities
with the meta logic (resulting in an encoding that adheres as closely
as possible to the principles of HOAS), with the reward of gain-
ing more insight into the original system itself. Successful logical
frameworks include the generic theorem prover Isabelle [29] (based
on intuitionistic HOL) and the Edinburgh Logical Framework [17]
(based on λ-calculus with dependent types).
• Second, the employment of the meta-logic to reason about the
represented object systems, in other words, to represent not only
the object system itself, but also (some of) the meta-theory of this
object system.2 For example, if the object system is, as before, FOL
(say, under Gentzen-style deduction) one may be interested in prov-
ing, in the meta logic (or in a mild extension of the meta logic)
properties of the FOL proof trees, such as, e.g., cut elimination;
the latter is not a fact in FOL, but a fact about FOL. The difficul-
ties associated to meta-reasoning (w.r.t. the object system) within
HOAS come from the very features that made HOAS so conve-
nient in the first place: if the embedding of the object system in the
meta logic were a deep embedding (i.e., one that handles explicitly,
at the object level, the tedious binding and inference mechanisms
of the object system), then no problem with meta-reasoning would
arise; but since HOAS prescribes a shallow embedding (i.e., one
that keeps some of the aforementioned object-system mechanisms
at the meta level), the object system becomes under HOAS too inti-
mately integrated into the fiber of the meta logic for yielding itself
to being treated as an “object” any longer. To overcome these diffi-
culties, various solutions were proposed, the most successful ones
essentially employing the extension of the meta logic with an ex-
tra layer for meta-reasoning, which yields a three-level architecture
consisting of the object system, the logical framework where this
system is specified, and a meta-logical framework where one can
reason about the logical framework itself.3 This approach is taken
1 Of course, all the above depend on what type of deduction system one
considers for FOL – natural deduction, Gentzen system, Hilbert system,
etc; it turns out that HOAS provides more or less elegant solutions to most
of these variants.
2 While the aforementioned first direction has been, in our opinion, to a large
extent saturated by the achievement of somewhat maximally convenient
logical frameworks, this second direction undergoes these years a period
of very active research.
3 The terminology used here is taken from the monograph [31] (although
our references are of course more up to date).
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in the following places (among others):4
-(i) In [21, 23, 41, 13] (partly receiving an implementation in the
Abella Theorem Prover [1]), with the meta-logical framework be-
ing a (quasi) higher-order logic with definitional reflection and in-
duction, and the meta-logic varying according to the need (variants
of intuitionistic or linear higher-order or second-order logic being
considered);
-(ii) In [38, 36] (receiving an implementation in the Twelf system
[2]), with the meta-logical framework being an extension of LF to
handle ∀∃ formulae over (Edinburgh) LF terms (as well as other
features), and the logical framework being LF.
-(iii) In [3] (introducing the Hybrid system), with the meta-logical
framework being Isabelle/HOL [28] and the logical framework be-
ing the untyped λ-calculus with constants (later, this setting has
been extended [26, 27, 11] to also include features inspired by the
work mentioned at (i); these extensions also include an alternative
implementation in Coq [8]).
There is an essential difference between the work mentioned at
(i) and (ii), on one hand, and that mentioned at (iii), on the other:
– the former takes a HOAS-tailored-framework approach, in that
there the meta-logical framework is tailored purposely for HOAS,
– while the latter takes a general-purpose-framework approach, in
that there the meta-logical framework is a general-purpose logic
(such as the one of Isabelle/HOL or Coq) aimed originally at
accommodating mathematical reasoning in general.
A comprehensive analysis of the comparative strengths and
weaknesses of the two approaches is beyond the scope of this
paper (and unfortunately seems to be missing from the literature;
but see the brief discussion in [26] (Section 6) and [11] (Section
3.2)). We do, however, wish to point out what we view as an
important strength of the general-purpose-framework approach:
since a general-purpose framework like Isabelle/HOL or Coq is
able to include definitions both of the original system (as a deeply
embedded notion) and of its HOAS representation (as a shallowly
embedded notion), it can internalize the representation map(s) and
the adequacy theorem(s).
We illustrate this by an example. Say we wish to represent
and reason about the (untyped) λ-calculus and its associated β-
reduction (as we shall do in this paper). Therefore, the object
system is a mathematical notion (that one introduces using pen and
paper), given by a collection of items called λ-terms, with various
operators on them, among which the syntactic constructs, the free
variable and substitution operators, etc., and with an inductively
defined reduction relation.
In the HOAS-tailored-framework approach for representing this
system, one defines a corresponding collection of constants in the
considered logical framework, say LF, and then does an informal
(but rigorous) pen and paper proof of the fact that the syntax
representation is adequate (which usually means the existence of a
compositional (i.e., substitution-commuting) bijection between the
λ-terms and normal forms of LF terms of appropriate types) and of
a corresponding fact for the β-reduction inference system [30].
In the general-purpose-framework approach, one can define the
original system itself (here λ-calculus) in the meta-logical frame-
work (say, Isabelle/HOL) in such a way that accepting this def-
inition as conforming the mathematical pen and paper definition
is usually not a problem (for one who already accepts that Is-
abelle/HOL is adequate for representing the mathematical universe
(or part of it)), since the former definitions are typically almost ver-
4 We only discuss here the approaches pertaining to the so-called strong
HOAS, where general substitution (of terms for variables) is captured by
function application at the meta-level; weak HOAS frameworks [9, 10,
19], where function application only captures substitution of variables for
variables, tend to accommodate meta-reasoning more easily, but lose some
of the convenience of HOAS.
batim renderings of the latter – here, one can define inductively
the datatype of terms, perhaps define α-equivalence then and fac-
tor to it, then define substitution, reduction, etc. Moreover, one can
also define in Isabelle/HOL a system which is a HOAS-style repre-
sentation of (the original) λ-calculus: in the case of a Hybrid-style
system, the HOAS-representations of λ-terms (henceforth called
HOAS-λ-terms) will form an (Isabelle/HOL) type with certain op-
erators on it, so that, in particular, the (quasi-)constructor for λ-
abstraction will have the type
(HOAS-terms# HOAS-terms)→ HOAS-terms,
where one may choose the type constructor# to yield a restricted
function space, or the whole function space (in the latter case
the “junk” being then handled by recursively defined predicates),
etc. The details of the constructions of HOAS-λ-terms and han-
dles for them are quite standard, but admittedly very messy. Once
these constructions are done though, one may also define in Is-
abelle/HOL the syntax representation map from λ-terms to HOAS-
terms and prove adequacy. (And a corresponding effort yields the
representation of λ-term reduction by an inductively defined no-
tion of HOAS-λ-term reduction.) The HOAS-λ-terms are now a
formally certified adequate representation of the (original) λ-terms,
which have indeed salient HOAS features, thanks to their usage of
Isabelle/HOL functions as arguments for the λ-construct (placing
them in a “shallow” vicinity of the meta-logic mechanisms). Also,
the HOAS-λ-terms dwell in a universe where the whole arsenal of
standard mathematical concepts and tools are available.
This paper presents some HOAS concepts and techniques
which, although not (yet) supported by a mechanized tool, fall
within the general-purpose-framework approach. Here, the “general-
purpose framework” is the mathematical universe (which can be
thought of as given axiomatically by any of the standard formaliza-
tions of mathematics: the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory, HOL with
infinity, the Calculus of Constructions, etc.) All the involved sys-
tems, including the “original systems” and their representations,
dwell in this mathematical universe, and are thus discussed non-
formally (but rigorously), via mathematical concepts and theorems.
Our purpose is then to bring, via an extensive HOAS exercise, more
evidence to a belief seemingly shared by the whole HOAS commu-
nity (beyond the large variety of proposed technical solutions): that
a HOAS representation of a system is in principle able not only
to allow the hassle-free manipulation and study of a system, but
also to actually shed more light on the properties of this system.
Our HOAS exercise here is a proof of the famous strong normal-
ization result for System F (a.k.a. the polymorphic second-order
λ-calculus) [14]. Our claim is that, in the context of the (general-
purpose) HOAS concepts introduced in this paper, the statement
of the strong normalization problem and the natural attempt to ap-
proach it brings one rather quickly into the heart of the problem
and suggests, to a certain degree, its resolution.
Although our HOAS conceptual apparatus will have many sim-
ilarities with already existing settings, it also has seemingly novel
features, as well as features that are more general than existing ones
in the literature. Because of these, we are not presenting our work
as an extension of an already existing HOAS framework, but intro-
duce everything almost from scratch, only assuming some folklore
properties of first-order syntax with bindings. (We shall however
indicate however throughout the paper which of our constructions
have similarities with existing ones in the literature.)
We first consider the syntax of the untyped λ-calculus; our
HOAS “representation” of the original first-order syntax of λ-terms
will not be a representation in the usual sense (via defining a new
(higher-order) syntax), but will rather consist of taking a different
view to the same syntax. Under this view, the original first-order
operator λx. : Term → Term will be replaced by an operator
Lm : (Term # Term) → Term, where Term # Term is the
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space of definable functionals between terms, consisting of pre-
cisely those mappings in Term→ Term of the form X 7→ Y [X/x]
for some fixed term X and variable x. Although the definition of
Term # Term is as banal as it could be, it meets its purpose: the
role previously played by substitution now belongs to function ap-
plication. Moreover, there is really nothing to prove regarding the
syntactic adequacy. What we have to prove though is that the new
operator Lm behaves well with respect to the other operators and
with function application. To have later more structure at hand, we
actually prove some freeness and quasi-freeness properties for op-
erators acting, more generally, on the space Termn # Term, of
(curryied) definable n-argument functionals, for arbitrary n. More-
over, we state an induction principle for these functionals. These
allow one to forget about the original first-order operators and han-
dle the terms entirely by means of the new, higher-order operators.
Moving on to the discussion of recursion principles, we perform an
analysis of various candidates for the type of the recursive combi-
nator, resulting notably in an impredicative principle (for pseudo-
recursion), which states a criterion, given a set with operators on it
corresponding faithfully to the (strong-)HOAS-view operators on
terms, for the existence of a map from terms to that set which com-
mutes with the operators.
Next we consider the Curry-style System F, whose syntax thus
consists of two copies of the λ-calculus, subject to corresponding
HOAS views as discussed above. The reduction relation of System
F data terms (which are simply λ-calculus terms) and of the typing
system of System F is represented in a rather standard fashion,
using meta-level universal quantification and implication to capture
the hypothetical judgement mechanisms of the object system. For
the typing system, the representation needs to retain the notion of
typing context (in a generalized form) in order to keep the inductive
definitional clauses well-formed. We enable however a typing-
context-free version of the representation relation (more faithful to
the spirit of HOAS) as an inductive proof principle.
With the above preparations, we are able to tackle the problem
of strong normalization for System F. We make essential use of
our aforementioned impredicative definitional principle and typing-
context-free recursive principle in order to obtained a general crite-
rion for proving properties on typable terms (which is in principle
applicable to properties other than strong normalization, including
confluence and type preservation)5). Then we infer, from this crite-
rion, strong normalization for terms typable in the empty context.
(Extending the result to terms typable in arbitrary contexts is then
immediate.) The whole proof has certain similarities to a proof by
the method of logical relations [39, 25], only that our HOAS-based
notions of logical relation and type-closed predicate [24] are very
light-weight, not requiring substitution or environments. Actually,
we regard the fact that, unlike the standard proof [15, 6], our proof
does without environments on one hand, and semantic interpreta-
tion of typing contexts on the other, as virtues of our impredicative
definition principle and our typing-context-free induction princi-
ple, respectively, which are thus doing their HOAS-prescribed job
of clearing the picture of “inessential details”.
Here is the section-wise structure of the rest of this paper. Sec-
tion 2 recalls basic notions regarding λ-calculus and System F. Sec-
tions 3 and 4 discuss the HOAS view on syntax and the HOAS rep-
resentation of inference (reduction and typing), respectively. Sec-
tion 5 deals with the discovery of a general criterion for proper-
ties on typable terms and then with the proof of strong normal-
ization. Section 6 draws conclusions and discusses plans to extend
this work. The appendix contains in its Sections A-D more details
on the topics of this paper’s Sections 2-5 respectively, and in its
5 We have not worked out the details for the latter two properties, to see if
they can be proved using this criterion.
Section E proofs of some of the facts stated in the main paper or in
the appendix.
Conventions and notations used in this paper. After we introduce
a metavariable, say X , to range over a domain, say Term, we
implicitly assume that versions of the same symbol augmented
with accents and/or subscripts, like X ′ or X1, also range over
that domain. Moreover, in later quantification over a metavariable,
the domain may no longer be specified, as in, e.g., ”for all X ,
such and such holds”. We employ the usual lambda-abstraction and
universal quantification symbols λ and ∀ only in the meta-language
of (the rest of) this paper, and not in the various formal languages
that we discuss. Given a meta-level expression E depending on
n parameters a1, . . . , an, λa1, . . . , an. E(a1, . . . , an) denotes, as
usual, the curryied version of the n-valued mapping that sends each
tuple (a1, . . . , an) to E(a1, . . . , an). Inside proofs, ”IH” means
”the induction hypothesis”. Given i, j ∈ IN , i, j is the set {k ∈
IN. i ≤ k ≤ j}. P(A) denotes the powerset (i.e., set of all subsets)
of A, Pf (A) the set of all finite subsets of A, and Pcf (A) the set
of all co-finite subsets of A (i.e., subsets Y with A \ Y finite), and
P6=∅(A) the set of all non-empty subsets of A. A→ B is the set of
maps from A to B, and infixed ◦ denotes functional composition.
Given f : A → B and a ∈ A, we use either of two standard
notations for the functional application of f to a: either f a, or f(a)
(the latter especially when we deal with fixed operators f ). Given
a ∈ A and b ∈ B, the (a, b)-update of f , denoted f [a← b], is the
mapping inA→ B defined by f [a← b](a′) = IF (a′ = a) THEN
b ELSE f(a′). If A ⊆ B, then A ↪→ B denotes the inclusion
mapping. Given a binary relation R ⊆ A× A, R+ and R∗ denote
its transitive and reflexive-transitive closures, respectively. We use
the terms “sequence” and “list” interchangeably. [] is the empty list
and infixed “,” denotes list concatenation.
2. The λ-calculus and System F recalled
This section recalls briefly basic notions pertaining to λ-calculus
and System F (see Appendix A for more details).
2.1 The (untyped) λ-calculus
The syntax of the λ-calculus. We fix an infinite set Var, of vari-
ables, ranged over by x, y, z. The set Term, of terms, ranged over
by X,Y, Z, is given by the following CF grammar:
X ::= x | App(X,Y ) | Lam(x,X)
where we assume that, in Lam(x,X), x is bound in X , and we
also assume that terms are identified modulo the standardly induced
notion of α-equivalence. Therefore what we call “terms” in this
paper are α-equivalence classes. (Notice that the operators App
and Lam(x, ) are well-defined on such equivalence classes – see
Appendix A for more details).
We use the following notations:
• FV : Term→ Pf (Var), for the free-variable operator.
• Fresh : Term → Pcf (Var), for the fresh-variable operator
(where Fresh(X) = Var \ FV(X)).
• [ ] : Term × (Var → Term) → Term, for the concurrent sub-
stitution operator on terms – namely, X[ρ] is the term obtained
from X by concurrently substituting in X each free variable x
with the term ρ(x).
• App(X1, . . . , Xn), forApp(App(App(X1, X2), X3) . . . , Xn)
(that is, for the term obtained from X1, . . . , Xn by n − 1 left-
associating applications of the operator App).
• (Assuming x1, . . . , xn are distinct,) Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X), for
Lam(x1, Lam(x2, . . . , Lam(xn, X) . . .)).
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• X1/x1, . . . , Xn/xn, for the map in Var → Term that sends
each xi to Xi and all other variables y to y. (Therefore,
X[X1/x1, . . . , Xn/xn] becomes the familiar notation for the
term obtained by concurrently substituting in X the xi-s with
the Xi-s.)
• [ ∧ ] : Term×Var×Var → Term, for the swapping operator
(where X[x ∧ y] = X[x/y, y/x]).
The reduction of λ-terms. The one-step β-reduction is a binary
relation  ⊆ Term × Term defined inductively by the following
clauses: ·
App(Lam(x, Y ), X) Y [X/x] (Beta)
X  Y
Lam(z,X) Lam(z, Y ) (Xi)
X  Y
App(X,Z) App(Y,Z) (AppL)
X  Y
App(Z,X) App(Z, Y ) (AppR)
X is called strongly normalizing if there is no infinite sequence
(Xn)n∈IN with X0 = X and Xn  Xn+1 for all n ∈ IN .
2.2 System F
System F was introduced independently by Jean-Yves Girard in
[14] in the context of proof theory and by John Reynolds in [35]
for the study of programming language polymorphism. We next
describe System F as a typing system for λ-terms without type
annotations, in a Curry style (see [5]).
The syntax of System F. It consists of two copies of the untyped λ-
calculus syntax – one for data and one for types. More precisely, we
fix two infinite sets, Tvar, of type variables (tvars for short), ranged
over by α, β, γ, and Dvar, of data variables (dvars for short),
ranged over by x, y, z. The sets Tterm, of type terms (tterms for
short), ranged over by A,B,C, and Dterm, of data terms (dterms
for short), ranged over by X,Y, Z, are defined by the following
grammars, modulo alpha-equivalence (just like in Subsection 2.1):
A ::= α | Arr(A,B) | All(α,A)
X ::= x | App(X,Y ) | Lam(x,X)
Above, App and Lam stand, as in Subsection 2.1, for “application”
and “lambda”, while Arr and All stand for “arrow” and the “for
all” quantifier (also interpreted as product). Since dterms do not
have type annotations, indeed both the abstract syntax of dterms
and that of tterms are those of untyped λ-calculus from Subsection
2.1, just that in the case of types we write Arr instead of App and
All instead of Lam. All concepts and results from Subsection 2.1
apply to either syntactic category, separately. In particular, we have
the following operators:
• Syntactic operators:
App : Dterm× Dterm→ Dterm.
Lam : Dvar × Dterm→ Dterm.
Arr : Tterm× Tterm→ Tterm.
All : Tvar × Tterm→ Tterm.
• Free and fresh variable operators:
FV : Dterm→ Pf (Dvar).
Fresh : Dterm→ Pcf (Dvar).
FV : Tterm→ Pf (Tvar).
Fresh : Tterm→ Pcf (Tvar).
• Substitution operators:
[ ] : Dterm× (Dvar → Dterm)→ Dterm.
[ ] : Tterm× (Tvar → Tterm)→ Tterm.
As a matter of notation, we shall let ρ range over Dvar → Dterm
and ξ over Tvar → Tterm. Given any items a and b, we may write
a : b for the pair (a, b).
The typing system of System F. We define (typing) contexts in-
ductively as certain lists containing either tvars α or pairs x : A
(with x dvar and A tterm). Namely, Context, the set of contexts,
ranged over by Γ, is defined together with the mappings FTV :
Context → Pf (Tvar) and FDV : Context → Pf (Dvar) (giving
the free type variables and free data variables of a context), by the
following clauses:
• [] ∈ Context; FTV([]) = ∅; FDV([]) = ∅.
• If Γ ∈ Context and α 6∈ FTV(Γ), then Γ, α ∈ Context;
FTV(Γ, α) = FTV(Γ) ∪ {α}; FDV(Γ, α) = FDV(Γ).
• If Γ ∈ Context and x 6∈ FDV(Γ), then Γ, x : A ∈ Context;
FTV(Γ, x : A) = FTV(Γ) ∪ FV(A); FDV(Γ, x : A) =
FDV(Γ) ∪ {x}.
The mappings Tfresh : Context → Pcf (Tvar) and Dfresh :
Context → Pcf (Dvar), giving the fresh type variables and fresh
data variables of a context, are defined by Tfresh(Γ) = Tvar \
FTV(Γ) and Dfresh(Γ) = Dvar \ FDV(Γ).
We now define the ternary relation ` ⊆ Context × Dterm ×
Tterm, where we write Γ ` X : A for (Γ, X,A) ∈ `, inductively
by the following clauses:
·
Γ, x : A ` x : A
(Start)
[x ∈ Dfresh(Γ)]
Γ ` X : A
Γ, y : B ` X : A
(DWeak)
[y ∈ Dfresh(Γ)]
Γ ` X : A
Γ, α ` X : A
(TWeak)
[α ∈ Tfresh(Γ)]
Γ, x : A ` Y : B
Γ ` Lam(x, Y ) : Arr(A,B)
(DAbs)
[x ∈ Dfresh(Γ)]
Γ, α ` X : B
Γ ` X : All(α,B)
(TAbs)
[α ∈ Tfresh(Γ)]
Γ ` X : Arr(A,B) Γ ` Y : A
Γ ` App(X,Y ) : B (DApp)
Γ ` X : All(α,B)
Γ ` X : B[A/α] (TApp)
We write ` X : A for [] ` X : A. A dterm X is called typable if
there exist Γ and A such that Γ ` X : A.
3. HOAS view on syntax
Here we present a HOAS approach to the syntax of the untyped
λ-calculus (from Section 2.1), which also covers the syntax of
System F (from Section 2.2). (The approach is easily generalizable
to handle terms generated from any (possibly many-sorted) binding
signature (as defined, e.g., in [12, 40]).) We do not define a new
higher-order syntax, but rather introduce higher-order operators on
the original syntax – this is why we speak of a HOAS view on syntax
rather than of a HOAS representation of syntax.
Through the rest of this section, we use the concepts and nota-
tions from Section 2.1, and not the ones from Section 2.2.
3.1 Functionals of arbitrary number of variables
We first introduce some functional concepts and notations: Termn →
Term is defined recursively as follows:
- Term0 → Term is Term.
- Termn+1 → Term is Term→ (Termn → Term).
Thus, Termn → Term is the space of curried n-valued mappings
on terms. Given m,n, f : Termn → Term and g1, . . . , gn :
Termm → Term, f ◦ (g1, . . . , gn) denotes the mapping
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λZ1, . . . , Zm. f (g1 Z1 . . . Zm) . . . (gn Z1 . . . Zm),
which is an element of Termm → Term.
If i ∈ 1, n, ain+1 : (Termn+1 → Term) × Term → (Termn →
Term) is defined byain+1(f, Z) = λZ1, . . . , Zi−1, Zi+1, . . . , Zn+1.
f Z1 . . . Zi−1 Z Zi+1 . . . Zn+1. We shall usually write f(ai)Z
instead of ain+1(f, Z). Thus, f(ai)Z is the result of applying f
to Z at the i’th argument location, reason for which we refer to
f(ai)Z as the “at i” application of f to Z. Notice that f(a1)Z is
simply f Z.
Now, we call a mapping f : Termn → Term an n-definable
functional (n-functional for short) if there exist the term X and
the distinct variables y1, . . . , yn such that f = λY1. . . . λYn.
X[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn]. We let Fncn, ranged over by Xn,Yn,Zn,
Un,Vn, denote the set of n-functionals. Sometimes we may write
Termn # Term instead of Fncn, emphasizing that Fncn is a
(restricted) function space.
Let Ltermn = {Lam(y1, . . . , yn, X). y1, . . . , yn distinct
variables, X term}. Note that Lterm0 = Term and Ltermm ⊆
Ltermn if m ≥ n. We define #n : Ltermn → Fncn by
#n(Lam(y1, . . . , yn, X)) = λY1. . . . λYn. X[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn].
One can easily see that #n is well-defined and is bijective.
If #n(X) = Xn, we say that Xn is determined by X , or that X
determines Xn. Sometimes we may regard #n not as a mapping in
Ltermn → Fncn, but rather as a mapping in Ltermn → (Termn →
Term), which will allow as to argue that a given mapping f :
Termn → Term belongs to Fncn by pointing out a term X in
Ltermn that “determines” it.
We define the following operators, for each n:
• varn : Var → Fncn, by varn(x) = λY1, . . . , Yn. x.
• For i ∈ 1, n, Prin ∈ Fncn, by Prin = λY1, . . . , Yn. Yi.
• Appn : Fncn × Fncn → Fncn, by Appn(Xn,Yn) =
λZ1, . . . , Zn. App(Xn Z1 . . . Zn,Yn Z1 . . . Zn).
• Lamn : Fncn+1 → Fncn, by Lamn(Xn+1) =
λY1, . . . , Yn. Lam(yn+1, X)[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn],
where y1, . . . , yn, X are such y1, . . . , yn are all distinct and
#n+1(Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X)) = Xn+1.
• Freshn : Fncn → Pcf (Var), by Freshn(Xn) = Fresh(Z),
where #n(Z) = Xn.
Note that the following diagram is commutative for all n:
Ltermn+1
  //
#n+1

Ltermn
#n

Fncn+1
Lamn // Fncn
showing that Lamn changes the perspective, but preserves the
identity of the functional to which it is applied. Our n-functionals
essentially coincide to those defined in [40] to form the initial
extensional binding algebra, and also to the terms-in-contexts from
[12].
The following proposition lists basic properties of definable
functionals and operators on them, showing that these operators,
although higher-order, are well-behaved (in particular allow for
case analysis) like the first-order ones.
PROPOSITION 1. The following hold:
(1) Closure of definability under composition and “at i” applica-
tion:
- IfXn ∈ Fncn andYm1 , . . . ,Ymn ∈ Fncm, thenXn◦(Ym1 , . . . ,Ymn ) ∈
Fncm.
- If i ∈ 1, n+ 1, then Xn+1(ai)Z ∈ Fncn.
(2) Injectivity:
- Appn(Xn,Yn) = Appn(Un,Vn) implies Xn = Un andYn = Vn.
- Lamn(Xn+1) = Lamn(Yn+1) implies Xn+1 = Yn+1.
(3) Disjointness:
- varn(x),Prjn,Appn(Xn,Yn), Lamn(Un+1) are all distinct.
(4) Coverage:
- Any Xn ∈ Fncn has one of the following forms:
— varn(x), for some x,
— Prjn, for some j ∈ 1, n,
— Appn(Un,Vn), for some Un,Vn,
— Lamn(Un+1), for some Un+1.
(5) Variable-extensionality:
- If m ≤ n, then the following are equivalent:
—(a) Xn = Yn.
—(b) Xn z1 . . . zm = Yn z1 . . . zm for all z1, . . . , zm.
—(c) Xn z1 . . . zm = Yn z1 . . . zm for some distinct variables
z1, . . . , zm ∈ Freshn(Xn) ∩ Freshn(Yn).
(6) Application “at i” versus syntactic operators:
- If i ∈ 1, n+ 1, then varn+1(x)(ai)Z = varn(x);
- If i, j ∈ 1, n+ 1, then:
— if j = i, then Prjn+1(ai)Z = λY1, . . . , Yn. Z.
— if j < i, then Prjn+1(ai)Z = Pr
j
n.
— if j > i, then Prjn+1(ai)Z = Pr
j−1
n .
- If i ∈ 1, n+ 1, then Appn+1(Xn+1,Yn+1)(ai)Z =
Appn+1(Xn+1(ai)Z,Yn+1(ai)Z).
- If i ∈ 1, n+ 1, Lamn+1(Xn+2)(ai)Z = Lamn(Xn+2(ai)Z).
(7) Functional application versus syntactic operators:
- varn+1(x)Z = varn(x);
- If j ∈ 1, n, then Prj+1n+1 Z = Prjn.
- Appn+1(Xn+1,Yn+1)Z = Appn+1(Xn+1 Z,Yn+1 Z).
- Lamn+1(Xn+2)Z = Lamn(Xn+2 Z).
(8) Freshness versus operators:
- Freshn(varn(x)) = Var \ {x}.
- If j ∈ 1, n, then Freshn(Prjn) = Var.
- Freshn(Appn(Xn,Yn)) = Freshn(Xn) ∩ Freshn(Yn).
- Freshn(Lamn(Xn+1)) = Freshn+1(Xn+1).
- If i ∈ 1, n+ 1, then Freshn(Xn+1(ai)Z) ⊇ Freshn+1(Xn+1)∩
Fresh(Z).
- Freshn(Xn+1 Z) ⊇ Freshn+1(Xn+1) ∩ Fresh(Z).
(9) (n+ 1)-functionals from n-functionals:
For all x,Xn, there exists a unique Yn+1 such that
x ∈ Freshn+1(Yn+1) and Yn+1 x = Xn.
3.2 Induction principle for syntax
PROPOSITION 2. Let n ∈ IN and Σ ⊆ Fncn such that the follow-
ing hold:
(i) ∀x. varn(x) ∈ Σ.
(ii) ∀i ∈ 1, n. Prin ∈ Σ.
(iii) ∀Xn,Yn. Xn ∈ Σ ∧ Yn ∈ Σ⇒ Appn(Xn,Yn) ∈ Σ.
(iv) ∀Xn+1. (∀x.∀i ∈ 1, n.Xn+1(ai)x ∈ Σ) ⇒ Lamn(Xn+1) ∈ Σ.
Then Σ = Fncn.
Notice that the above induction principle is local to the fixed pair
of consecutive levels (n, n+ 1). Also, notice that, at the inductive
step in case (iv), one is not required to use all the n hypotheses, but
may choose a subset of them and discard the others.
3.3 Functionals at levels 0, 1, 2
At this point, one may be concerned about the invasion of indexes in
the presented framework, and suspect their presence as announcing
yet another way in which one transfers (rather than removing)
the difficulty from dealing with bound variables and substitution
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to the one of dealing with numbers, as in, e.g., the de Bruijn-
style encodings. We rush to mention that this is by no means the
case here. Although we have stated Proposition 1 generally for all
levels n, it turns out that only levels 0, 1, and, occasionally, 2 are
necessary for the object-system concepts and proofs. At least this is
the case for the properties that we consider in this paper. And there
are good reasons to believe that this is the case in general, since
n-functionals are required by properties whose statement or proof
in a standard (non-HOAS) setting needs to employ n-substitution
(i.e., concurrent substitution of n variables); and since the definition
of object systems of interest are typically stated using unary, or at
most binary substitution (e.g., all typing and reduction systems in
the monographs [16], [33], [24]), it is reasonable to assume that the
proofs regarding these systems have the same property – and we
conjecture that all proofs from the mentioned monographs may be
naturally expressed in our HOAS setting using only levels 0, 1, 2).6
Of course, we do not exclude the possibility that functionals of
higher level may in some cases be useful for giving more elegant
or more direct proofs.
Notice that Fnc0 = Term = Lterm0, App0 = App, Fresh0 =
Fresh, and that #0 is the identity mapping on Term. We shall
usually write var instead of var0 and Fresh instead of Freshn (for
any n). For the reason mentioned in the previous paragraph, we
assign special notations to the functionals on levels 0, 1, 2:
• As before, X,Y, Z range over 0-definable functionals, i.e.,
terms.
• X ,Y,Z shall range over 1-definable functionals.
• The underlined symbols X ,Y,Z shall range over 2-definable
functionals.
• We shall prefer the notation Term to Fnc0, Term # Term to
Fnc1, and Term2 # Term to Fnc2.
• We shall write Lm instead of Lam0. (Thus Lm : (Term #
Term)→ Term.)
It is worth spelling out the cases of Proposition 2 for n = 0 and
n = 1, which are the only ones we shall actually use. (Note that
for n = 0 there are no projections, so point (ii) of Proposition 2
becomes vacuously true.)
COROLLARY 1. Let Σ ⊆ Term such that the following hold:
(i) ∀x. x ∈ Σ.
(ii) ∀X,Y. X ∈ Σ ∧ Y ∈ Σ⇒ App(X,Y ) ∈ Σ.
(iii) ∀X . (∀x. X x ∈ Σ) ⇒ Lm(X ) ∈ Σ.
Then Σ = Term.
COROLLARY 2. Let Σ ⊆ Term # Term such that the following
hold:
(i) ∀x. λZ. x ∈ Σ.
(ii) λZ.Z ∈ Σ.
(iii) ∀X ,Y. X ∈ Σ ∧ Y ∈ Σ⇒ λZ.App(X Z,Y Z) ∈ Σ.
(iv) ∀X . (∀x. X x ∈ Σ ∧ X (a2)x ∈ Σ) ⇒ λZ. Lm(X Z) ∈ Σ.
Then Σ = Term# Term.
3.4 Recursive definition principles for syntax
This is known as a delicate matter in HOAS. The operators from
our HOAS view are
• var : Var → Term,
• App : Term× Term→ Term,
• Lm : (Term# Term)→ Term.
6 Note that some proofs in these monographs that apparently employ n-
substitution can be more accurately viewed as inductive proofs employing
1-substitution.
So, by analogy with the first-order case, one would like that, given
any set C, a mapping H : Term → C be determined by a choice of
operations Cvar : Var → Cvar, Capp : C × C → C, and Clm (whose
type we do not yet specify) via the conditions:
-(I) H x = Cvar x.
-(II) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ).
-(III) An appropriate equation (depending on the type of Clm)
having H(Lm(X )) on the left.7
Let us analyze some candidates for the type of the operator Clm:
-(1) Clm : (Term → C) → C. Then a natural condition (III) would
be
H(Lm(X )) = Clm(λY.H(X Y )) (i.e., H(Lm(X )) = Clm(H ◦ X ))
Unfortunately, the impredicativity brought by this condition (into a
presumptive definition based on it) breaks the guarantee that such
a mapping H exists.
-(2) A variation of (1) in the style of weak HOAS [9], namely
Clm : (Var → C)→ C. Then condition (III) would be
H(Lm(X )) = Clm(λy.H(X y)).
This indeed yields a valid definition principle:
PROPOSITION 3. Fix a set C and operators Cvar : Var → Cvar,
Capp : C × C → C, and Clm : (Var→ C)→ C.
Then there exists a unique mapping H : Term → C such that
the following hold:
-(I) H x = Cvar x for all x.
-(II) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all X,Y .
-(III) H(Lm(X )) = Clm(λy.H(X y)) for all X .
Note that the recursion principle described in Proposition 3 follows
the same pattern as the induction principle from Corollary 1. It is
possible to devise a general recursion principle for functionals at
arbitrary levels, along the lines of Proposition 2. However, the need
to define a map on functionals at a level > 0 seems unlikely.
-(3) Clm : (C → C)→ C. Then there is no apparent way of defining
the condition (III) in terms of Lm and Clm (see, however, Appendix
B and [37]).
-(4) A flat version of both (1) and (3), namely Clm : P6=∅(C) → C.
(This may be regarded as obtained by requiring the operator from
(1) or (3) to depend only on the image of its arguments in Term→ C
or C → C, respectively.) Then a natural (valuation-independent)
condition (III) would be
H(Lm(X )) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term})
(i.e., H(Lm(X )) = Clm(Im(H ◦ X ))).
Unfortunately, this condition is too loose (again due to impredica-
tivity) to guarantee the existence ofH . But interestingly, if we have
enough variables and require Cvar to cover C densely, then both ex-
istence and uniqueness hold, as shown below. We call a mapping f
between two setsA andB∞-surjective if the set {a ∈ A. f a = b}
is infinite for all b ∈ B.
PROPOSITION 4. Fix a set C and operators Cvar : Var → C,
Capp : C × C → C, and Clm : P6=∅(C)→ C with Cvar∞-surjective.
Then there exists a unique mapping H : Term → C such that
the following hold:
-(I) H x = Cvar x for all x.
-(II) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all x, y.
-(III) H(Lm(X )) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term}) for all X .
Moreover, this unique mapping H satisfies the following:
-(III)’ H(Lm(X )) = Clm({H(X y). y ∈ Var}) for all X .
7 We only discuss here the particular case of iteration, rather than general
recursion.
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Proposition 4 allows one to define a mapping as if recursively,
but using “impredicative recursion” for the higher-order operator
Lm. Thus, (I) and (II) are the usual recursive cases of variable and
application, while in the case of LmX one is allowed to employ
the values of H at all “instances” X Y of X when defining H .
This is very much in the spirit of HOAS, where indeed the X Y -
s are intuitively the components of X , hence in some sense are
“smaller” than Lm(X ). The mapping H is really the same as the
unique one defined by (I), (II) and (III)’ according to the genuinely
recursive principle from Proposition 3, but one does not need to
worry about this when stating a definition (although knowing that
(III)’ holds is potentially useful later for inductive proofs). Of
course the circular nature of impredicativity (as, in, for example,
definingH(Lm(λX.X)), which is the same asH(Lam(x,X)), in
terms of {HX. X ∈ Term}) needs to be resolved somewhere, and
our resolution comes from requiring Cvar to be∞-surjective.
The most likely usage of the definitional principle from Propo-
sition 4 comes from certain requirements about the mappingH that
may be phrased as conditions (II) and (III) for some choice of Capp
and Clm. Then, all we need is to make sure that we have enough
variables to cover C:
COROLLARY 3. Fix a non-empty set C and assume that card(Var)
≥ card(C). Fix two operators Capp : C × C → C and Clm :
P6=∅(C) → C. Then there exists a mapping H : Term → C such
that the following hold:
-(I) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all X,Y .
-(II) H(LmX ) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term}) = Clm({H(X y).
y ∈ Var}) for all X .
Corollary 3 is looser than a definition principle, since it does not
state uniqueness of H . In effect, it is a “loose definition” principle,
which makes no commitment to the choice of interpreting the
variables, and is useful for situations where the interaction between
the value of H in compound terms with the value of H in the
“HOAS components” of these terms is the only relevant aspect.
4. HOAS representation of inference
This section deals with the HOAS representations of the reduction
and typing of System F. The representations differ from the original
systems by employing:
• the HOAS operators from Section 3 instead of the first-order
ones,
• function application instead of substitution,
• universal quantification instead of scope extrusion.
In addition, the representation of typing uses a generalized no-
tion of context, where typing assumptions are made about arbitrary
dterms rather than just dvars. For this reason, we call the represen-
tation of typing generalized typing, or gtyping for short, and in fact
we shall prefix all the clause names of the representation relations
by “G”. For typing, we shall further develop an induction principle
which is closer to the HOAS spirit, by doing away with contexts
altogether.
Recall the first-order abstract syntax for System F:
• Tvar ⊆ Tterm.
• Arr : Tterm× Tterm→ Tterm.
• All : Tvar × Tterm→ Tterm.
• Dvar ⊆ Dterm.
• App : Dterm× Dterm→ Dterm.
• Lam : Dvar × Dterm→ Dterm.
All the concepts, notations and results from Section 3 duplicate for
the two copies of the untyped λ-calculus in the syntax of types
and data of System F. We shall use the following notations and
conventions:
• Lm : (Dterm # Dterm) → Dterm denotes the 1-level func-
tional associated to the operator Lam – i.e., Lm = Lam1 (this
notation is just like in Section 3, except that here we have Dterm
instead of Term).
• Al : (Tterm# Tterm)→ Tterm denotes the 1-level functional
associated operator All – i.e., Lm = Lam1 (thus “Lam versus
Lm” from Section 3 is replaced “All versus Al ”, and Term is
replaced by Tterm).
• As in Section 2.2, X,Y, Z shall range over Dterm and A,B,C
over Tterm.
• X ,Y,Z shall range over Dterm # Dterm and A,B, C over
Tterm# Tterm.
4.1 Representation of the reduction
To represent the one-step beta-reduction, we define  ⊆ Term×
Term inductively by the following clauses (we prefix the clause
names with “G”8 to distinguish them from the clauses defining the
original relation ):·
App(Lm(Y), X)  YX (GBeta)
∀Z. X Z  Y Z
Lm(X )  Lm(Y) (GXi)
X  Y
App(X,Z)  App(Y,Z) (GAppL)
X  Y
App(Z,X)  App(Z, Y ) (GAppR)
Adequacy of the reduction representation is contained in the
following statement:
PROPOSITION 5. The following are equivalent:
(1) X  Y .
(2) X  Y .
(3) X[ρ]  Y [ρ] for all ρ : Tvar→ Tterm.
Looking for patterns, we find that the definition of  is obtained
by replacing in the definition of the clauses that involve binding
and substitution ((Beta) and (Xi)). (The other clauses ((AppL) and
(AppR)), expressed by purely first-order means, remain the same.)
In a purely HOAS spirit, lambda bindings yield 1-functionals and
substitution becomes function(al) application. A variable that is
bound in the conclusion but not in the premise, like z in the clause
(Xi) for  , yields a universal quantification over terms in the
premise of the corresponding clause for  . These patterns will
appear in our HOAS representation of typing as well.
Remember that our HOAS representation dwells in the same
universe as the original system, i.e., both the original relation  
and the representation relation  act on the same syntax – they
only differ intensionally in the way their definition manipulates
this syntax: the former through bindings and substitution, the latter
through higher-order functionals and function application.
The infinitary clause (GXi) from the definition of  (whose
premise quantifies over all dterms Z) seems convenient for proving
that  is included in another relation, since we have at our
disposal a very general induction hypothesis. This is not the case
with the corresponding clause (Xi) for . However, when proving
that  includes a certain relation, and more generally when doing
mere case analysis, it appears that a clause in the style of (Xi) may
8 We use “G” for “generalized”, to have a notation which is uniform with
the one for the clauses for generalized typing introduced later.
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help. Such a clause can be extracted from (Xi), given that the notion
of freshness makes sense for functionals too.
PROPOSITION 6.  is closed under the following stronger ver-
sions of (GXi):
∃z ∈ Fresh(X ) ∪ Fresh(Y). X z  Y z
Lm(X )  Lm(Y) (GXiVarFr)
∀z. X z  Y z
Lm(X )  Lm(Y) (GXiVar)
Note that (GXiVarFr) is stronger than (GXiVar), which in turn is
stronger than (GXi), and that the weaker the rule, the smaller the
commitment to syntactic details.
Since, by Proposition 5, the relations  and  coincide,
hereafter we shall forget about the symbol “ ” and use “ ”
exclusively.
4.2 Representation of the type inference
A generalized context (gcontext for short) is a sequenceG1, . . . , Gn
where each Gi is either a pair dterm-tterm X : A or a tterm B.
Gcontext, ranged over by ∆, denotes the set of gcontexts.
On gcontexts, we define substitution, free and fresh dvars, and
free and fresh tvars, as expected. Namely, FTV : Gcontext →
Pf (Tvar), FTV,Tfresh : Gcontext → Pf (Tvar), FDV,Dfresh :
Gcontext → Pf (Dvar), [ , ] : Context × (Tvar → Tterm) ×
(Dvar → Dterm)→ Gcontext, where:
• [][ξ, ρ] = []; FDV([]) = ∅; FTV([]) = ∅.
• (∆, A)[ξ, ρ] = ∆[ξ, ρ], A[ξ]; FTV(∆, A) = FTV(∆) ∪
FV(A); FDV(∆, A) = FDV(∆).
• FTV(∆, X : A) = FTV(∆) ∪ FV(A); FDV(∆, X : A) =
FDV(∆) ∪ FV(X).
• Tfresh(∆) = Tvar \ FTV(∆).
• Dfresh(∆) = Dvar \ FDV(∆).
We represent type inference by defining the following ternary rela-
tion I` ⊆ Gcontext × Dterm × Tterm, called generalized typing
(gtyping for short), where we write ∆ I` X : A for (∆, X,A) ∈
I` , inductively by the following clauses: (Remember that X ,Y,Z
range over Dterm# Tterm and A,B, C over Tterm# Tterm.)
·
∆, X : A I` X : A
(GStart) ∆ I` X : A
∆, Y : B I` X : A
(GDWeak)
∆ I` X : A
∆, B I` X : A
(GTWeak)
∀X. ∆, X : A I` YX : B
∆ I` Lm(Y) : Arr(A,B) (GDAbs)
∀A. ∆, A I` X : BA
∆ I` X : Al (B) (GTAbs)
∆ I` X : Arr(A,B) ∆ I` Y : A
∆ I` App(X,Y ) : B
(GDApp)
∆ I` X : Al (B)
∆ I` X : BA (GTApp)
Similarly to the case of reduction, we can prove adequacy of the
type inference representation, as well as closure of gtyping under
some stronger and more syntax-detailed rules for abstraction.
PROPOSITION 7. The following are equivalent:
(1) Γ ` X : A.
(2) Γ I` X : A. (Remember that a context is a particular case of a
gcontext.)
(3) Γ[ξ, ρ] I` X[ρ] : A[ξ] for all ξ : Tvar→ Tterm and ρ : Dvar→
Dterm.
PROPOSITION 8. (1) If ∆ I` X : A, then ∆[ξ, ρ] I` X[ρ] : A[ξ]
for all mappings ξ : Tvar→ Tterm and ρ : Dvar→ Dterm.
(2) I` is closed under the following stronger versions of the rules
(GDAbs) and (GTAbs):
∃x ∈ Fresh(Y) ∪ Fresh(∆). ∆, x : A I` Y x : B
∆ I` Lm(Y) : Arr(A,B) (GDAbsVarFr)
∀x. ∆, x : A I` Y x : B
∆ I` Lm(Y) : Arr(A,B) (GDAbsVar)
∃α ∈ Fresh(B) ∪ Fresh(∆). ∆, α I` X : B α
∆ I` X : Al (B) (GTAbsVarFr)
∀α. ∆, α I` X : B α
∆ I` X : Al (B) (GTAbsVar)
Again, (GDAbsVarFr) and (GTAbsVarFr) are stronger rules than
(GDAbsVar) and (GTAbsVar), but on the other hand (GDAbsVar)
and (GTAbsVar) are less “syntax-detailed”, as they need not refer to
freshness. These four rules, as well as the corresponding ones for
reduction, provide facilities to descend, if necessary, into deeper
(and less HOAS-like) syntactic details. This fits into our goal,
which is to provide a HOAS framework encouraging proofs as
syntax-detail free as possible, but allowing consideration of more
and more details on a by-need basis. Under this view, (GDAbs) is
a “fully HOAS” rule for data abstraction, (GDAbsVar) is a “less
HOAS” one, and (GDAbsVarFr) is the “least HOAS” one. Note,
however, that all these rules are substitution-free.
It follows from Proposition 7 that the relation I` ⊆ Gcontext×
Dterm× Tterm is an extension of ` ⊆ Context×Dterm× Tterm.
Thus, unlike in the cases of reduction, our HOAS representation of
typing, i.e., the relation I` , does not manipulate the same items as
the original relation `, but extends the domain – essentially, the new
domain is the closure of the original domain under substitution.
Hereafter we write I` for either relation, but still have Γ range
over Context and ∆ over Gcontext.
4.3 Induction principles for inference
By definition,  and I` support the following induction princi-
ples:
• If a binary relation Ω ⊆ Tterm×Tterm is closed under the rules
that define  , then  ⊆ Ω.
• If a ternary relation Ω ⊆ Gcontext × Dterm × Tterm is closed
under the rules that define I` , then I` ⊆ Ω.
A HOAS technique should ideally do away (whenever possible) not
only with the explicit reference to bound variables and substitution,
but with the explicit reference to inference contexts as well. Our
definition of gtyping and its associated induction principle achieves
the former, but not the latter. Now, trying to naively eliminate
contexts in an “extreme HOAS” fashion, replacing, for instance,
the rule (GDAbs) with something like:
∀X. typeOf (X,A)⇒ typeOf (YX,B)
typeOf (Lm(Y),Arr(A,B)) (∗)
in an attempt to define non-hypothetic typing (i.e., typing in the
empty context) directly as a binary relation typeOf between dterms
and tterms, we encounter two well-known problems:
-(I) The contravariant position of typeOf (X,A) prevents the above
clause (*) from participating at a valid inductive definition.
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-(II) Even if we “compromise” for a non-definitional (i.e., ax-
iomatic) approach, but would like to retain the advantages of work-
ing in a standard logic, then (*) is likely to not be sound, i.e., not
capture correctly the behavior of the original system. Indeed, in
a classic logic it would allow one to type any Lm(Y) to a type
Arr(A,B) for some non-inhabited type A. Moreover, even if we
restrict ourselves to an intuitionistic setting, one needs to be very
careful with (and, to some extent, make compromises on) the foun-
dations of the logic in order for axioms like (*) to be sound. This
is because, while the behavior of the intuitionistic connectives and
quantifiers accommodates such axioms adequately, other mecha-
nisms pertaining to induction and recursive definitions are not a
priori guaranteed to preserve adequacy – see [18, 22].
Our solution is to take advantage of the fact that clauses such
as (*) are “backwards sound”, in the sense that any relation satisfy-
ing them will include the empty-context gtyping relation. In other
words, clauses in the style of (*) extracted from the definition of
gtyping give us a valid induction principle:
PROPOSITION 9. Fix a relation θ ⊆ Dterm× Tterm for which the
following clauses hold:
∀X. (X,A) ∈ θ ⇒ (YX,B) ∈ θ
(Lm(Y),Arr(A,B)) ∈ θ (DAbsθ)
∀A. (X,BA) ∈ θ
(X,Al (B)) ∈ θ (TAbsθ)
(Y,Arr(A,B)) ∈ θ (X,A) ∈ θ
(App(Y,X), B) ∈ θ (DAppθ)
(X,Al (B)) ∈ θ
(X,BA) ∈ θ (TAppθ)
Then I` X : A implies (X,A) ∈ θ for all X,A. (In other words, θ
includes the non-hypothetic gtyping relation.)
Viewing relations as nondeterministic functions, we can rephrase
Proposition 9 in a manner that is closer to the intuition of types as
collections of data:
PROPOSITION 9 (rephrased). Fix a map θ : Tterm → P(Dterm)
for which the following clauses hold:
∀X ∈ θ A. YX ∈ θ B
Lm(Y) ∈ θ(Arr(A,B)) (DAbsθ)
∀A. X ∈ θ(BA)
X ∈ Al (B) (TAbsθ)
Y ∈ θ(Arr(A,B)) X ∈ θ A
App(Y,X) ∈ θ B (DAppθ)
X ∈ Al (B)
∀A.X ∈ θ(BA) (TAppθ)
Then I` X : A implies X ∈ θ A for all X,A.
This latter version of Proposition 9 shows that θ is the instance to
System F of a potential calculus-independent and context-free no-
tion of logical predicate [39]. In Section 5.1 we use the inductive-
ness of θ to extract a notion of type-closed predicate (terminology
taken from [24] where a similar notion is described for simply-
typed λ-calculus).
5. The HOAS package at work
In this section we give a proof of strong normalization for System
F within our HOAS representation using the developed definitional
and proof machinery.
Remember that when introducing System F in Section 2.2, we
fixed the infinite sets of type and data variables, Dvar and Tvar,
without making any other assumption about their cardinalities. But
now we commit to such an assumption, asking that we have much
more type variables than data variables, namely, that Tvar has a
cardinality greater than or equal to that P(Dvar). This assumption
is needed for employing impredicative definitions (as in Proposi-
tion 4 and Corollary 3) in our proof development. One can easily
see that this assumption does not affect the generality of the result,
since once strong normalization has been proved for some fixed in-
finite cardinalities of the variable sets, then it can be inferred that it
holds for any other infinite cardinalities – moreover, this also seems
to be the case for most of the interesting properties considered for
typing systems in the literature. We also note that this cardinality
assumption, although admittedly rather peculiar, does have a cer-
tain intuitive base in Cantorian set theory: think of types as collec-
tions of data, identify types with tterms and data with dterms; then,
saying that card(Tvar) = card(P(Dvar)) is the same as saying
that card(Tterm) = card(P(Dterm)), i.e., that types are indeed (in
bijection with) collections of data.
5.1 Discovering an effective proof principle for typable terms
Instead of going directly for a proof of a particular property of
System F, we would like to first analyze how we could employ our
HOAS machinery in such potential proofs.
Many important properties of typed λ-calculi state something
about the typable terms, with the statement possibly depending on
the type. Namely, one has a family (GA)A ∈ QA∈Tterm P(Dterm)
(regarded as a Tterm-sorted property) and would like to prove that
I` X : A implies X ∈ DtermA for all X,A. For example:
• Strong normalization: GA = {X. X strongly normalizing}.
(Here, GA does not depend on A.)
• Type preservation:GA = {X. ∀X ′. I` X : A ∧ X  X ′ ⇒
I` X ′ : A}.
• Church-Rosser: GA = {X. ∀Y1, Y2. X  Y1 ∧ X  Y1 ⇒
(∃Z. Y1  Z ∧ Y2  Z)}. (Again GA does not depend on
A here. Considering this property w.r.t. the typed terms is only
interesting in cases where it does not hold for untyped terms
already, e.g., Church-style type systems versus βη-reduction.)
(One may also wish to prove the more general versions of these
properties, which consider contexts as well. We call a subset K ⊆
Context essentially context-free if [] ∈ K implies K = Context.
We think of K as a property on contexts. If the property is true
(i.e., K = Context), then it is trivially essentially context-free.
The notion of essential context-freeness is thus only interesting for
properties whose truth has not been established yet, and it says
that it suffices to prove such properties for empty contexts only.
The adverb “essentially” suggests that the effort of proving K =
Context from [] ∈ K is somehow negligible, at least compared
to the effort of proving the “main” part, [] ∈ K. This is the
case of strong normalization (considered next), and also for type
preservation. Our HOAS induction principle (Proposition 9) is only
applicable to empty-context versions of properties.)
How would one go about proving that I` X : A implies X ∈
GA for all X? In order not to cramp the ideas with (meta)type de-
pendencies that require extra notation but do not bring extra insight,
we shall actually assume that all GA’s are equal,9 i.e., that we start
with a subset G ⊆ Dterm and the question is: How would we go
about proving that I` X : A implies X ∈ G for all X? The short
answer is: We try to use the induction principle from Proposition
9, that is, try to find θ : Tterm → P(Dterm) with Im(θ) ⊆ G,
i.e., θ : Tterm → P(G), satisfying the clauses from there. Hav-
ing Corollary 3 in mind, let us rephrase the clauses from Proposi-
tion 9 in a manner that reveals how the value of θ on compound
tterms needs to depend on its value on the “HOAS components” of
these tterms. The conjunction of the clauses (TAbsθ) and (TAppθ)
is equivalent to
9 But in Appendix D we show how to handle the general case along the
same lines.
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-Constraint1: θ(Al (B)) = T{θ(BA). A ∈ Tterm},
so these clauses give us no choice in a presumptive recursive defi-
nition of θ on Al (B). (Here and later, “recursive” refers to the kind
of impredicative recursiveness introduced by Proposition 4.)
Moreover, the clauses (DAbsθ) and (DAppθ) are equivalent to
the following:
-Constraint2: θ(Arr(A,B)) ⊇ {Lm(Y). ∀X ∈ θ A.YX ∈
θ B}.
-Constraint3: θ(Arr(A,B)) ⊆ {Y. ∀X ∈ θ A.App(Y,X) ∈
θ B}.
The above three constraints plainly show us that we would be
in possession of suitable recursion operators Cal : P6=∅(P(G)) →
P(G) and Capp : P(G) × P(G) → P(G) (from Corollary 3
with Arr instead of App and Al instead of Lm, also writing Carr
instead of Capp and Cal instead of Clm) if and only if the following
constraints hold:
-Constraint4: Cal is the intersection operator.
-Constraint5: For all S1, S2 ∈ P(G), {Lm(Y). ∀X ∈ S1. YX ∈
S2} ⊆ Capp(S1, S2) ⊆ {Y. ∀X ∈ S1. App(Y,X) ∈ S2}.
In particular, from Constraint5 we would get
{Lm(Y). ∀X ∈ S1. YX ∈ S2} ⊆ {Y. ∀X ∈ S1. App(Y,X) ∈
S2},
which is simply not true for all S1, S2 ∈ P(G). This means that we
are not able to produce a recursive definition taking the whole set
P(G), hence we need to focus on a subset C ⊆ P(G) and define
Cal : P6=∅(C) → C and Carr : C × C → C. Then, if the following
three constraints are satisfied by a set C ⊆ P(G):
-Constraint6: C 6= ∅. (This constraint appeared anew because now
the domain is no longer a priori non-empty, non-emptyness being a
requirement in Corollary 3.)
-Constraint7: C is closed under arbitrary intersections.
-Constraint8: ∀S1, S2 ∈ C. ∃S3 ∈ C. KS1,S2 ⊆ Capp(S1, S2) ⊆
LS1,S2 , where:
— KS1,S2 = {Lm(Y). ∀X ∈ S1. YX ∈ S2}.
— LS1,S2 = {Y. ∀X ∈ S1. App(Y,X) ∈ S2}.
then the proof would be done, because then we would take Tvar
sufficiently large, then define Cal as the intersection operator and
Carr(S1, S2) as some S3 as in Constraint8 – this would ensure,
according to the above discussion, that the necessary clauses hold.
Therefore we focus on finding C such that the constraints 6-8 hold.
(The reader should note that so far we did not employ any particular
trick, but proceeded by pure analysis of the way we could apply our
HOAS induction and recursion principles.)
Constraint7 (closure under intersections) suggests us to look
for subsets C of P(G) defined in terms of Horn clauses, i.e., defined
to be the set of all items S ⊆ G for which a collection of Horn
properties ϕ(S) hold true. Constraint8 implies KS1,S2 ⊆ LS1,S2 ,
and a natural Horn clause that would guarantee the latter is
X ∈ G YX ∈ S
App(Lm(Y), X) ∈ S (Cl0)
(Referring to the notations from the definitions of KS1,S2 and
LS1,S2 , we wrote S instead of S2 and “X ∈ S1” was replaced by
“X ∈ G” so that the property refers to a single subset of G, S.) So
we may try to take C = {S ∈ P(G). S closed under (Cl0)}. Con-
straint7 would hold immediately. (In fact, since in our proof quest
we shall only try candidate sets C defined by Horn clauses, this
constraint will always hold.) Moreover, we would have KS1,S2 ⊆
LS1,S2 for all S1, S2 ∈ C (and in fact for all S2 ∈ C and all
S1 ⊆ G) thanks to closure under (Cl0). Constraint6 now holds
because ∅ satisfies (Cl0) – this will no longer be the case though as
soon as we shall have to consider non-hypothetic Horn clauses.
What remains to be proved is the existence of an element S3
of C in between KS1,S2 and LS1,S2 . Although now we ensured
that KS1,S2 ⊆ LS1,S2 , the closure of KS1,S2 under (Cl0) is not
guaranteed to stay below LS1,S2 unless the latter is already closed
under (Cl0). Our natural choices are the extremes of the interval,
KS1,S2 and LS1,S2 . (In fact, these choices are the only tangible
ones – an attempt to find an element of C strictly between KS1,S2
and LS1,S2 seems to need to proceed essentially by starting with
one extreme and taking the closure or co-closure of it under (Cl0);
and in order to prove that this (co)closure stays in the interval it
seems that we would need the other extreme closed under (Cl0)
anyway.) KS1,S2 has no chance of being closed under (Cl0), so we
pick LS1,S2 , and would like to have LS1,S2 closed under (Cl0) and
LS1,S2 ⊆ G.
Let us first see what it means for LS1,S2 to be closed under
(Cl0): It means that, for all Y and all X ∈ G,
YX ∈ LS1,S2 ⇒ App(Lm(Y), X) ∈ LS1,S2 ,
i.e., (∀Z ∈ S1.App(YX,Z) ∈ S2) ⇒ (∀Z ∈ S1. App(Lm(Y),
X, Z) ∈ S2).
We see again a Horn clause that guarantees the desired implica-
tion, namely:
Z ∈ G X ∈ G App(YX,Z) ∈ S
App(Lm(Y), X, Z) ∈ S (Cl1)
which suggests that rather than taking mere Cl0 as the defining
clause for C, we would be better off if we took both Cl0 and
Cl1. Now, if we take C as defined by the above two clauses and
require that G be closed under them, then again Constraints 6 and
7 and ∀S1, S2.KS1,S2 ⊆ LS1,S2 are fulfilled, and, moreover, now
closeness of S2 under (Cl1) takes care of the closeness of LS1,S2
under Cl0; but we find that for Cl1 itself we would need
Z′ ∈ G Z ∈ G X ∈ G App(YX,Z,Z′) ∈ S
App(Lm(Y), X, Z, Z′) ∈ S (Cl2)
and so on. Therefore, taking the union of all these clauses, Cl0, Cl1,
Cl2, and so on, namely:
n ∈ IN X,Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S
App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S (Cl∞)
as the defining set of clauses of C, would do. So let C = {S ∈
P(G). S closed under (Cl∞)}.
It remains to show LS1,S2 ⊆ G, i.e.,
(∀X ∈ S1. App(Y,X) ∈ S2)⇒ Y ∈ G.
At this point, inspired by the observation that typically G holds
trivially for variables, we employ the first (and last) decision that
could be considered as a “proof trick” (as the other decisions
followed somehow necessarily from analyzing what we need to
make our tandem of induction and recursion work): we ask for
all elements of C to include Dvar. Non-emptyness of C is then
not guaranteed, so we postulate that G includes Dvar. Then the
desired fact is implied by: (∀x. App(Y, x) ∈ S2) ⇒ Y ∈ G, and
furthermore, by: (∀x. App(Y, x) ∈ G)⇒ Y ∈ G, which we again
postulate for G.
Thus the definition of C would become
C = {S ∈ P(G). S closed under (CCl∞) and (VCl0)}, where:
·
x ∈ S (VCl0)
Then C satisfies Constraints 6 and 7, but LS1,S2 satisfying VCl0
would require that S2 be closed under
Z ∈ G
App(x, Z) ∈ S2 (VCl1)
and so one. Just like for Cl0, Cl1, . . ., a resolution pattern emerges
for VCl0, VCl1, . . ., expressed in the clause
n ∈ IN Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G
App(x, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S (VCl∞)
We have thus pleased all the constraints, hence proved that
I` X : A implies X ∈ G for all X,A.
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Our final choice for C is
C = {S ∈ P(G). S closed under (Cl∞) and (VCl∞)}.
On the way, we have gathered the postulates that G is itself closed
under (Cl∞), (VCl∞) (with S replaced by G in these clauses) and
that (∀x. App(Y, x) ∈ G)⇒ Y ∈ G holds.
We have thus “built” the following result:10
PROPOSITION 10. Assume that G ⊆ Dterm such that the follow-
ing clauses hold:
n ∈ IN Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G
App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ G (VCl
G
∞)
n ∈ IN X,Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ G
App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ G (Cl
G
∞)
∀x. App(Y, x) ∈ G
Y ∈ G (AppCl
G)
Then I` X : A implies X ∈ G for all X,A.
We shall call a subset G ⊆ Dterm type-colsed if it satisfies the
hypotheses of Proposition 10.
5.2 Proof of strong normalization for System F
We let SN be the set of all strongly normalizing dterms.
PROPOSITION 11. (Strong Normalization) If Γ I` X : A, then
X ∈ SN .
Proof: Consider the following subset KSN of Context: KSN =
{Γ. ∀X,A. Γ I` X : A ⇒ X ∈ SN}. It suffices to check the
following:
(1) KSN is essentially context-free.
(2) SN is type-closed
Indeed, by Proposition 10, (2) would ensure that [] ∈ KSN ,
hence, with (1), we would have KSN = Context, as desired. The
next two propositions state (1) and (2). 
PROPOSITION 12. KSN is essentially context-free.
PROPOSITION 13. SN is type-closed.
The (very simple) proof of Proposition 12 is a mere rephrasing
of an argument using the original syntax that reduces, for the two
dterms Y and Lam(x, Y ), well-typedness of the former to well-
typedness of the latter and termination of the latter to termination of
the former. On the other hand, the proof of Proposition 13 requires
a tedious case analysis which mirrors the one of the original proof
(so here our HOAS approach does not bring any improvement).
Both proofs are given in Appendix E.2. The latter proposition
employs the following lemma, whose proof occasions the usage
of the induction principle from Corollary 2:
PROPOSITION 14. If X  ∗ X ′, then YX  ∗ YX ′.
Proof: First, we note that  ∗ is closed under the following
clauses:
(Cl1): IfX  ∗ X ′ and Y  ∗ Y ′, thenApp(X,Y )  ∗ App(X ′, Y ′).
(Cl2): If ∀z.Y z  ∗ Y ′ z, then Lm(Y)  ∗ Lm(Y ′).
(The proofs of these are immediate by induction on the definition
of the transitive closure, and we omit them.)
Now, we employ the induction principle from Corollary 2, per-
forming induction on Y . Cases:
Y has the form λZ. x: Then (λZ. x)X = x = (λZ. x)X ′.
10 See Appendix E.2 for a synthetic proof of this proposition.
Y has the form λZ.Z: Then (λZ.Z)X = X  ∗ X ′ =
(λZ.Z)X ′.
Y has the form λZ.App(Y1 Z,Y2 Z): Immediately, using IH and
applying (Cl1).
Y has the form λZ. Lm(Y Z): We know from IH that
∀z. Y z X  ∗ Y z X ′ ∧ (Y(a2)z)X  ∗ (Y(a2)z)X ′, i.e.,
∀z. Y z X  ∗ Y z X ′ ∧ YX z  ∗ YX ′ z.
In particular, we have ∀z. YX z  ∗ YX ′ z, hence, applying
(Cl2), we obtain Lm(YX)  ∗ Lm(YX ′), as desired. 
6. Concluding remarks
We have presented a HOAS setting for the representation of the
syntax and the inference mechanisms of untyped λ-calculus and
System F and have illustrated the introduced concepts and proof
tools by providing what we consider to be an elegant proof of the
strong normalization theorem for System F.
Throughout the paper, we kept on referring to our “HOAS
framework”, while in reality all we had was an example of a
HOAS-like representation of a particular system. We allowed our-
selves such a language abuse because we hope that it appears quite
clearly that this work can in principle be generalized into an actual
framework. Thus, the constructions and results from Section 3 can
be straightforwardly generalized to an arbitrary (possibly many-
sorted) syntax with bindings. Moreover, the constructions and ad-
equacy proofs from Section 4 also work for a large class of in-
ductively defined inference systems which may involve terms with
bindings (of various syntactic categories) and typing contexts in a
way that the migration of variables between scopes satisfies a few
general conditions – we are currently working on determining these
general conditions, which will enable a generalization of the results
in Section 4 (including the crucial Proposition 9) to cover a large
variety of typing systems and reduction systems in current use. The
conditions will of course have to be stated not on the inference re-
lations themselves, but on inference system specifications (parame-
terized by binding signatures) consisting of formal descriptions of
the inductive clauses for these relations.
After the mathematics for the general case is settled, we plan
to formalize our framework on top of an existing general-purpose
theorem prover. The system will require the user to give a bind-
ing signature and a number of inference system specifications on
the terms of this signatures (for various desired relations: typing,
subtyping, type generality, reduction, etc.). From the binding sig-
nature, the system will produce the terms (one (meta-level) type
of terms for each syntactic category), as well as all the standard
operators on them (substitution, free variables etc.) and prove the
standard lemmas about these. From the inference system specifi-
cations, the system will produce the actual inductive definitions of
the intended relations. So far, our presumptive system had nothing
to do with HOAS, but merely automated the process of specifying
first-order syntax with bindings and inference relations on this syn-
tax. (Existing frameworks that perform similar tasks, in the style
of the Isabelle/HOL Nominal package [42], might be of help to us
for this purpose.) Then the system will construct, along the lines
of this paper, the HOAS view on syntax (defining new higher-order
operators on terms and proving their properties) and the represen-
tation of inference, which will be automatically proved adequate.
Propositions corresponding to the propositions in this paper’s sec-
tions 3 and 4 shall be proved. All in all, our system will produce
the following, based on a very compact input from the user:
- the intended object system with all its basic constructions and
lemmas, so that our formalization will accommodate the phrase ”all
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details are standard” encountered in informal work on syntax;
- a formally certified HOAS representation and collection of lem-
mas for this object system.
A theorem prover supporting dependent types (like Coq or PVS)
will probably be the most elegant choice for our system, allowing
us to define directly the n-functionals from Section 3. A potentially
delicate issue in a formalization that wants to make full use of our
ideas in this paper (and in fact a fragile issue in our proof for strong
normalization developed here) is the need to be flexible about the
cardinality of the variable sets. Of course, we may use, for vari-
ables, generic (meta)types only required to be infinite, but, if we are
to commit to cardinality assumptions in proofs (like we did in the
proof of Proposition 10 for being able to employ Corollary 3), we
also need to guarantee that the considered proposition does not re-
ally depend on this assumption – this could potentially be achieved
by inserting a syntactic meta-level check on the proposition.
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This appendix contains more details concerning the material from
the main paper, as well full proofs of the facts stated in the paper.
Its section-wise structure is the following: Section A gives more de-
tails regarding the basic properties of λ-terms under their standard,
first-order syntax modulo α-equivalence. Section B gives more de-
tails about the contents of Section 3 of the main paper. Section C
gives more details about the contents of Section 4 of the main paper,
including the necessary lemmas for the adequacy proofs. Section D
contains a generalization of Proposition 10 from the main paper,
dealing with dependent-family notion of type closeness. Section E
contains proofs of all the facts stated in the paper (including in this
appendix) without their proofs attached.
A. More details regarding the syntax of the
(untyped) λ-calculus
A.1 The definition of λ-terms for the pedantic
We first define preterms, i.e., “raw terms”, and then the actual terms
as alpha-equivalence classes of preterms.
We fix an infinite set Var, of variables, ranged over by x, y, z.
The set Pterm, of preterms, ranged over by P,Q, is given by the
following CF grammar:
P ::= x | Papp(P,Q) | Plam(x, P )
Above “Papp” stands for “pre-application” and “Plam” for “pre-
lambda”. We assume that Plam(x, P ) binds x in P . This assump-
tion yields standard notions of alpha-equivalence, capture-avoiding
substitution and free variables. Then the substitution, free-variable
and syntactic operators Papp and Plam can standardly be shown
compatible with alpha-equivalence, which allows us to work with
alpha-equivalence classes of preterms rather than with individual
preterms. We define a term to be an alpha-equivalence class of
preterms, and let Term, ranged over byX,Y, Z, be the set of terms.
ρ will range over Var → Term. We shall write:
- App : Term × Term → Term, for the operator on terms corre-
sponding to the syntactic operator Papp on preterms.
- Lam : Var×Term→ Term, for the operator on terms correspond-
ing to the syntactic operator Plam on preterms.
A.2 Basic lemmas about the structure of λ-terms
The next lemma, listing properties of the aforementioned operators
on terms, characterizes the structure of terms uniquely, and will
therefore be sufficient for inferring any property and defining any
concept related to terms. All the stated properties are folklore,
except perhaps (7) for which we give a proof sketch (in Appendix
E).
LEMMA 1. The following are true:
(1) Quasi-freeness of the operators:
- The terms x,App(X,Y ), Lam(x′, X ′) are all distinct.
- Any term has one of the following forms:
x,App(X,Y ), Lam(x′, X ′).
- App(X,Y ) = App(X ′, Y ′) implies X = X ′ and Y = Y ′.
- If Lam(x,X) = Lam(x′, X ′), then there exists y fresh forX and
X ′ such that X[y/x] = X ′[y/x′].
- If x1, . . . , xn are distinct and x′1, . . . , x
′
n are distinct and fresh
for Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X), then
Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X) = Lam(x
′
1 . . . , x
′
n, X[x
′
1/x1, . . . , x
′
n/xn]).
(2) Free and fresh variables versus syntactic constructs:
- FV(x) = {x}; Fresh(x) = Var \ {x}.
- FV(App(X,Y )) = FV(X) ∪ FV(Y ); Fresh(App(X,Y )) =
Fresh(X) ∩ Fresh(Y ).
- FV(Lam(x,X)) = FV(X) \ {x};
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Fresh(Lam(x,X)) = Fresh(X) ∪ {x}.
(3) Substitution versus syntactic constructs:
- x[ρ] = ρ(x).
- App(X,Y )[ρ] = App(X[ρ], Y [ρ]).
- If x is fresh for ρ(y) for all y ∈ FV(X) \ {x}, then
Lam(x,X)[ρ] = Lam(x,X[ρ[x← x]]).
- Let Z = Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X) and Z′ = Lam(x′1, . . . , x
′
n, X
′)
with x1, . . . , xn distinct and x′1, . . . , x
′
n distinct. Then the follow-
ing are equivalent:
— Z = Z′.
— ∀Y1, . . . , Yn. X[Y1/x1, . . . , Yn/xn] = X ′[Y1/x′1, . . . , Yn/x′n].
— ∃y1, . . . , yndistinct and fresh for Z, Z′.
X[y1/x1, . . . , yn/xn] = X
′[y1/x′1, . . . , yn/x
′
n].
(4) Substitution versus free and fresh variables:
- FV(X[ρ]) =
S{FV(ρ(x)). x ∈ FV(X)};
Fresh(X[ρ]) =
T{Fresh(ρ(x)). x ∈ FV(X)}.
- if ρ(y) = ρ′(y) for all y ∈ FV(X), then X[ρ] = X[ρ′].
(5) Identity and composition of substitutions:
- X[Var ↪→ Term] = X;
- X[ρ][ρ′] = X[ρ † ρ′], where ρ † ρ′ : Var → Term is defined by
(ρ † ρ′)(y) = (ρ(y))[ρ′] for all y.
(6) Principle of structural induction on terms:
Fix a set K of terms such that the following hold for all X,Y, x:
- x ∈ K.
- If X,Y ∈ K, then App(X,Y ) ∈ K.
- If X[y/x] ∈ K for all y, then Lam(x,X) ∈ K.
Then K = Term.
(7) Principle of recursive definitions on terms:
Fix a set C and mappings Cvar : Var → C, Capp : C × C → C,
Clam : Var × C → C, Cswap : C × Var × Var → C, and
Cfresh : C → P(Var), such that the following hold for all x, y, z
and all s, s′ ∈ C:
-(SW1) Cswap(Cvar(z), x, y) = Cvar(z[x ∧ y]).
-(SW2) Cswap(Capp(s, s′), x, y) =
Capp(Cswap(s, x, y),Cswap(s
′, x, y)).
-(SW3) Cswap(Clam(z, s), x, y) = Clam(z[x ∧ y],Cswap(s, x, y)).
-(FR1) If x 6= y, then x ∈ Cfresh(Cvar(y)).
-(FR2) If Cfresh(s) ∩ Cfresh(s′) ⊆ Cfresh(Capp(s, s′)).
-(FR3) If Cfresh(s) ∪ {x} ⊆ Cfresh(Clam(x, s)).
-(EXT) IfCswap(s, x, y) = Cswap(s′, x′, y) for some y ∈ Cfresh(s)∩
Cfresh(s
′), then Clam(x, s) = Clam(x
′, s′).
Then there exists a unique mapping G : Term→ C such that:
- Gx = Cvar(x) for all x.
- G(App(X,Y )) = Capp(GX,GY ) for all X,Y ;
- G(Lam(x,X)) = Clam(x,GX) for all x,X .
This unique mapping G satisfies, additionally:
- G(X[x ∧ y]) = Cswap(GX, x, y) for all X,x, y.
- Fresh(X) ⊆ Cfresh(GX) for all X .
An important definitional principle following from Lemma 1.(7)
is the notion of interpreting the terms in a domain via valuations:
LEMMA 2. Fix a set D, two mappings APP : D × D → D and
LAM : (D → D)→ D and a subset Val of Var→ D closed under
update, in that δ ∈ Val implies δ[x ← d] ∈ Val for all δ, x, d.
(We call the elements of Val valuations.) Then there exists a unique
mappingG : Term→ Val→ D such that the following hold for all
x,X, Y and all d ∈ D, δ ∈ Val:
(i) Gxδ = δ x.
(ii) G(App(X,Y )) δ = APP(GX δ,GY δ).
(iii) G(Lam(x,X)) δ = LAM(λd.GX (δ[x← d])).
Additionally, this unique mapping G satisfies, for all x, y,X
and all δ ∈ Val:
(iv) G (Y [X/x]) δ = GY (δ[x← GX δ]).
B. More details regarding the HOAS view on
syntax
B.1 Lemmas about functionals and operators on them
LEMMA 3. #n is well-defined and is bijective.
LEMMA 4. The operators varn, Prin, Appn, Lamn, and Freshn
are well-defined.
LEMMA 5. The following diagram is commutative for all n:
Ltermn+1
  //
#n+1

Ltermn
#n

Fncn+1
Lamn // Fncn
The next useful lemma relates the first-order and the HOAS
operators of β-reduction.
LEMMA 6. Let Y ∈ Term and consider the following two subsets
of Term× Term:
- S = {(Lm(X ),X Y ). X ∈ Term# Term}.
- S′ = {(Lam(x,X), X[Y/x]). x ∈ Var, X ∈ Term}.
Then S = S′.
B.2 Recursive definition principles for syntax, discussed in
more detail
One would like to have a principle similar to that for first-order
syntax expressed in Lemma 1.(7), so let us first recall the situation
from there. Regarding Term as an algebra with the operators
• var : Var → Term (i.e., the inclusion Var ↪→ Term),
• App : Term× Term→ Term,
• Lam : Var × Term→ Term,
one naturally tries to define a map from Term to a domain C by
organizing C as an algebra with corresponding operators
• Cvar : Var → C,
• Capp : C × C → C,
• Clam : Var × C → C.
(Notice that here we only discuss the existence of an iterator, and
not of a general recursor – the latter can be encoded in terms of the
former, (albeit with a few problems in the context of bindings).)
Since, due to alpha-equivalence, Term is not an initial algebra in
the above type of algebras, we needed to extend the “specification”
by adding further structure (swapping and freshness) and Horn
clauses. Eventually, we ended up with a principle that determines
a map H : Term → C by requiring it to commute with the above
(and other) operators.
The operators from our HOAS view are
• var : Var → Term,
• App : Term× Term→ Term,
• Lm : (Term# Term)→ Term.
So, by analogy with the first-order case, one would like that, given
any set C, a mapping H : Term → C be determined by a choice of
operations Cvar : Var → Cvar, Capp : C × C → C, and Clm (whose
type we do not yet specify) via the conditions:
-(I) H x = Cvar x.
-(II) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ).
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-(III) An appropriate equation (depending on the type of Clm)
having H(Lm(X )) on the left.
Let us analyze some candidates for the type of the operator Clm:
(1) Clm : (Term → C) → C. Then a natural condition (III) would
be
H(Lm(X )) = Clm(λY.H(X Y )) (i.e., H(Lm(X )) = Clm(H ◦ X ))
Unfortunately, the impredicativity brought by this condition (into a
presumptive definition based on it) breaks the guarantee that such
a mapping H exists. For example, taking C = {0, 1}, and Clm the
well-known paradoxical combinator
λf. IF (f(Lam(x, x)) = 0) THEN 1 ELSE 0, the above condi-
tion would imply: H(Lam(x, x)) = H(Lm(λX. X)) =
=

1, if H((λX. X)(Lam(x, x))) = 1
0, otherwise
And since (λX. X)(Lam(x, x)) = Lam(x, x) and the only
possible values for H(Lam(x, x)) are 0 and 1, we obtain that
H(Lam(x, x)) = 1 iff H(Lam(x, x)) = 0, which is a contra-
diction.
(2) A variation of (3) in the style of weak HOAS [9], namely
Clm : (Var → C)→ C. Then condition (III) would be
H(Lm(X )) = Clm(λy.H(X y)).
This indeed yields a valid definition principle:
PROPOSITION 3. Fix a set C and operators Cvar : Var → Cvar,
Capp : C × C → C, and Clm : (Var → C)→ C.
Then there exists a unique mapping H : Term → C such that
the following hold:
-(I) H x = Cvar x for all x.
-(II) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all X,Y .
-(III) H(Lm(X )) = Clm(λy.H(X y)) for all X .
Note that the recursion principle described in Proposition 3 follows
the same pattern as the induction principle from Corollary 1. It is
possible to devise a general recursion principle for functionals at
arbitrary levels, along the lines of Proposition 2. However, the need
to define a map on functionals at a level > 0 seems unlikely.
(3) Clm : (C → C) → C. Then there is no apparent way of
defining the condition (III) in terms of Lm and Clm. So here it
seems that Lemma 2, with a condition (III) that uses valuations and
the first-order operator Lam rather than Lm, represents essentially
the end of the story. According to this lemma, Cvar, Capp and Clm
do define a map H , but only indirectly, via valuations: given the
unique G from Lemma 2 determined by Capp and Clm, we may
take H = GCvar. (See however [37] with a modal simply-typed
λ-calculus as logical framework, where valuations are not really
the end of the story, but their usage is replaced by a modal operator
that checks for groundedness of terms.)
(4) A flat version of both (1) and (3), namely Clm : P6=∅(C) → C.
(This may be regarded as obtained by requiring the operator from
(1) or (3) to depend only on the image of its arguments in Term→ C
or C → C, respectively.) Then a natural (valuation-independent)
condition (III) would be
H(Lm(X )) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term})
(i.e., H(Lm(X )) = Clm(Im(H ◦ X ))).
Unfortunately, this condition is too loose (again due to impredica-
tivity) to guarantee the existence ofH . In order to construct a coun-
terexample, first notice that, by Lemma 6, the condition (III) as ex-
pressed above is equivalent to the following:
(III)’ H(Lam(x,X)) = Clm({H(X[Y/x]). Y ∈ Term}).
We shall produce a contradiction from the conjunction of (I),
(II) and (III)’. Let C = {0, 1, 2}, Cvar = λx. 0, Capp = λ(c, c′). 0,
and Clm = λS. IF (S 6= C) THEN card(S) ELSE 1. We have the
following:
-(a) ∀ x. H x = Cvar x = 0.
-(b) ∀X,Y . H(App(X,Y )) = Cvar(HX,H Y ) = 0.
-(c) ∀ z, x with z 6= x. H(Lam(z, x)) = Clm({H x}) =
Clm({0}) = 1.
-(d) ∀ z,X, Y . H(Lam(z,App(X,Y ))) =
Clm({H(App(X,Y )[Z/z]). Z ∈ Term}) =
Clm({H(App(X[Z/z], Y [Z/z])). Z ∈ Term}) = Clm({0}) = 1.
Since the above four facts cover the cases of all terms except
Lam(x, x), we have that Im(H) = {0, 1} ∪ {H(Lam(x, x)}. We
distinguish two cases:
- H(Lam(x, x)) ∈ {0, 1}: Then Im(H) = {0, 1}, hence
H(Lam(x, x)) = H({H Z. Z ∈ Term}) = H(Im(H)) =
H({0, 1}) = 2,
and therefore 2 ∈ Im(H), which contradicts our assumption.
- H(Lam(x, x)) = 2: Then Im(H) = {0, 1, 2}, hence
H(Lam(x, x)) = H({H Z. Z ∈ Term}) = H(Im(H)) =
H({0, 1, 2}) = 1,
and therefore Im(H) = {0, 1} ∪ {1} = {0, 1}, in contradiction
with Im(H) = {0, 1, 2}.
Therefore a mapping H such that (I), (II) and (III)’ hold cannot
exist. To see that in general neither does uniqueness hold, modify
the above example by letting everything as before except for Clm,
which becomes Clm = λS. IF (S 6= C) THEN 1 ELSE card(S).
Then the values ofH when applied to arguments as in the cases (a)-
(d) are again completely determined, but we may letH(Lam(x, x))
be either 1 or 2.
Interestingly, if we have enough variables and require Cvar to cover
C densely, then both existence and uniqueness hold. To prove this,
we first need a lemma.
LEMMA 7. Fix a set C, operators Capp : C × C → C and Clm :
P6=∅(C)→ C and a mappingH : Term→ C such that the following
hold:
-(I) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all X,Y .
-(II) H(Lm(X )) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term}) for all X .
Then the following holds for all Z and all mappings δ1, δ2 in
Var → Term: if H(δ1 x) = H(δ2 x) for all x ∈ FV(Z), then
H(Z[δ1]) = H(Z[δ2]).
Now we are ready to state our impredicative definition principle.
We call a mapping f between two setsA andB∞-surjective if the
set {a ∈ A. f a = b} is infinite for all b ∈ B.
PROPOSITION 4. Fix a set C and operators Cvar : Var → C,
Capp : C × C → C, and Clm : P6=∅(C)→ C with Cvar∞-surjective.
Then there exists a unique mapping H : Term → C such that
the following hold:
-(I) H x = Cvar x for all x.
-(II) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all x, y.
-(III) H(Lm(X )) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term}) for all X .
Moreover, this unique mapping H satisfies the following:
-(III)’ H(Lm(X )) = Clm({H(X y). y ∈ Var}) for all X .
Proposition 4 allows one to define a mapping as if recursively,
but using “impredicative recursion” for the higher-order operator
Lm. Thus, (I) and (II) are the usual recursive cases of variable and
application, while in the case of LmX one is allowed to employ
the values of H at all “instances” X Y of X when defining H .
This is very much in the spirit of HOAS, where indeed the X Y -
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s are intuitively the components of X , hence in some sense are
“smaller” than Lm(X ). The mapping H is really the same as the
unique one defined by (I), (II) and (III)’ according to the genuinely
recursive principle from Proposition 3, but one does not need to
worry about this when stating a definition (although knowing that
(III)’ holds is potentially useful later for inductive proofs). Of
course the circular nature of impredicativity (as, in, for example,
definingH(Lm(λX.X)), which is the same asH(Lam(x,X)), in
terms of {HX. X ∈ Term}) needs to be resolved somewhere, and
our resolution comes from requiring Cvar to be∞-surjective.
The most likely usage of the definitional principle from Propo-
sition 4 comes from certain requirements about the mappingH that
may be phrased as conditions (II) and (III) for some choice of Capp
and Clm. Then, all we need is to make sure that we have enough
variables to cover C:
COROLLARY 3. Fix a non-empty set C and assume that card(Var)
≥ card(C). Fix two operators Capp : C × C → C and Clm :
P6=∅(C) → C. Then there exists a mapping H : Term → C such
that the following hold:
-(I) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all X,Y .
-(II) H(LmX ) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term}) = Clm({H(X y).
y ∈ Var}) for all X .
Corollary 3 is looser than a definition principle, since it does not
state uniqueness of H . In effect, it is a “loose definition” principle,
which makes no commitment to the choice of interpreting the
variables, and is useful for situations where the interaction between
the value of H in compound terms with the value of H in the
“HOAS components” of these terms is the only relevant aspect.
We can adapt this corollary to the slightly more general situation
where H is a dependent family rather than a bare mapping:
EXTENSION OF COROLLARY 3 TO DEPENDENT FAMILIES. As-
sume that C = SX DX where (DX)X∈Term is a family of
sets and assume that card(Var) ≥ card(C). Fix two operators
Capp : C×C → C, Clm : P6=∅(C)→ C such that the following hold:
-(a) ∅ 6= D x = C for all x.
-(b) s ∈ DX and s′ ∈ D Y implies Capp(s, s′) ∈ D(App(X,Y ))
for all X,Y, s, s′.
-(c) Clm({f y. y ∈ Var}) ∈ D(Lm(X )) for all X and all
(f y)y∈Var ∈
Q
y∈Var D(X y).
Then there exists a family (HX)X∈Term ∈
Q
X∈Term(DX)
such that the following hold:
-(I) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all X,Y .
-(II)H(Lm(X )) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term}) = Clm({H(X y).
y ∈ Var}) for all X .
C. More details on the HOAS representation of
inference
C.1 An auxiliary relation used for proving adequacy of the
reduction representation
In order to prove that adequacy of the reduction representation,
we define the auxiliary relation  aux , which is a hybrid between
 and  : it is defined inductively by clauses following the
same pattern as the ones of  , but employs first-order syntax
and substitution just like  . The definition of  aux consists of
the clauses (Beta), (AppL) and (AppR) from the definition of  
(with of course replaced by  aux in these clauses), that we call
here (XBeta), (XAppL) and (XAppR), together with a new clause
(XXi):
·
App(Lam(x, Y ), X) aux Y [X/x]
(XBeta)
∀Z. X[Z/z] aux Y [Z/z]
Lam(z,X) aux Lam(z, Y )
(XXi)
X  aux Y
App(X,Z) aux App(Y,Z)
(XAppL)
X  aux Y
App(Z,X) aux App(Z, Y )
(XAppR)
LEMMA 8.  aux =  (that is,  aux and  coincide).
With this lemma, we are ready to prove adequacy (Proposition 5
from Section 4).
C.2 Auxiliaries for proving adequacy of the type inference
representation
The following property is immediate from the definitions and
Lemma 1:
LEMMA 9. If ξ(β) = ξ′(β) for all β ∈ FTV(∆) and ρ(y) =
ρ′(y) for all y ∈ FDV(∆), then ∆[ξ, ρ] = ∆[ξ′, ρ′].
Similarly to the case of reduction, for the purpose of prov-
ing adequacy we we need to define an auxiliary relation whose
clauses follow the same pattern as the ones of I` , but employ first-
order syntax and substitution like `. Namely, we define I` aux ⊆
Gcontext × Dterm × Tterm, where we write ∆ I` aux X : A for
(∆, X,A) ∈ I` aux , inductively by the clauses (GStart), (GDWeak),
(GTWeak), (GDApp) from the definition of I` (replacing of course
I` with I` aux in these clauses), which we rename as (XStart),
(XDWeak), (XTWeak), (XDApp), together with the new clauses
(XDAbs), (XTAbs) and (XTApp). All the clauses for I` aux are
listed below: ·
∆, X : A I` X : A
(XStart)
∆ I` aux X : A
∆, Y : B I` aux X : A
(XDWeak)
∆ I` aux X : A
∆, B I` aux X : A
(XTWeak)
∀X. ∆, X : A I` aux Y [X/x] : B
∆ I` aux Lam(x, Y ) : Arr(A,B)
(XDAbs)
∀A. ∆, A I` aux X : B[A/α]
∆ I` aux X : All(α,B)
(XTAbs)
∆ I` aux X : Arr(A,B) ∆ I` aux Y : A
∆ I` aux App(X,Y ) : B
(XDApp)
∆ I` aux X : All(α,B)
∆ I` aux X : B[A/α]
(XTApp)
LEMMA 10. If ∆ I` aux X : A, then ∆[ξ, ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : A[ξ] for
all mappings ξ : Tvar→ Tterm and ρ : Dvar→ Dterm.
LEMMA 11. I` aux = I` (that is, the two relations, I` aux and I` ,
coincide).
With these preparations, we are ready to prove adequacy of the
type inference representation (Proposition 7 from Section 4).
D. A more general version of Proposition 10 from
Subsection 5.1
EXTENSION OF PROPOSITION 10 TO DEPENDENT FAMILIES. Fix
G : Tterm→ P(Dterm) such that the following hold:
(i) GA ⊆ Gα for all A,α.
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(ii) If Z1 ∈ GC1, . . . , Zn ∈ GCn then App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈
Gα for all n,Z1, . . . , Zn, C1, . . . , Cn, y, α.
(iii) If X ∈ GA, Z1 ∈ GC1 , . . . , Zn ∈ GCn and
App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ Gα thenApp(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈
Gα for all n,Z1, . . . , Zn, C1, . . . , Cn,Y, X, α.
(iv) If ∀x. App(Y, x) ∈ GB then Y ∈ G(Arr(A,B)) for all
Y,A,B.
(v) If ∀α. X ∈ G(B α) then X ∈ G(Al (B)) for all B, X .
Then I` X : A implies X ∈ GA for all X,A.
E. Proofs of facts stated in the paper
E.1 Proofs concerning the HOAS representation
Proof of point (7) of Lemma 1.
In order to justify this recursive definition principle, we need to de-
scend into the “implementation” of terms, i.e., into preterms, where
we present alpha-equivalence in a manner that makes this principle
obvious. (Of course, when we stated Lemma 1 we already assumed
an existing definition for alpha-equivalence. Here we recall (a pos-
sible version of) this definition.)
Consider the following “pre-fresh” and “pre-swap” operators
Pswap : Pterm × Var × Var → Pterm and Pfresh : Var →
Pcf (Pterm) defined recursively as follows:
- Pswap(z, x, y) = IF (z = x) THEN y ELSEIF (z = y) THEN
x ELSE z.
-Pswap(Papp(P,Q), x, y) = Papp(Pswap(P, x, y),Pswap(Q, x, y)).
-Pswap(Plam(z, P ), x, y) = Plam(Pswap(z, x, y),Pswap(P, x, y)).
- Pfresh(x) = Var \ {x}.
- Pfresh(Papp(P,Q)) = Pfresh(P ) ∩ Pfresh(Q).
- Pfresh(Plam(x, P )) = Pfresh(P ) ∪ {x}.
Now, alpha-equivalence, ≡ ⊆ Pterm × Pterm, is defined induc-
tively as follows:
• x ≡ x.
• If P ≡ P ′ and Q ≡ Q′, then Papp(P,Q) ≡ Papp(P ′, Q′).
• If Pswap(P, x, y) ≡ Pswap(P ′, x′, y) for some variable y ∈
Pfresh(P ) ∩ Pfresh(P ′), then Lam(x, P ) ≡ Lam(x′, P ′).
Therefore, if we consider the first-order language L consisting of a
unary relation symbol freshx for each variable x and the following
operation symbols:
• nullary varx, for each variable x,
• binary app,
• unary lamx, for each variable x,
• unary swapx,y , for each variables x, y,
it follows that Pterm together with the relations {P. x ∈ Pfresh(P )}
and the operations x,Papp,Plam(x, ),Pswap( , x, y) (for each
x, y) is a model in L. One can standardly show that ≡ is indeed an
equivalence on Pterm, and that it is compatible with the above rela-
tions and operations. It follows that Term = Pterm/≡ (the quotient
set of Pterm under alpha-equivalence) may be organized as a model
overL (the quotient of the preterm model under alpha-equivalence)
in a standard way. And, using the notations introduced in the main
text, the interpretation in Term of the items of L is the following:
• freshx is interpreted as {X. x ∈ Fresh(X)}.
• varx is interpreted as x.
• app is interpreted as App.
• lamx is interpreted as Lam(x, ).
• swapx,y is interpreted as [x ∧ y].
A mere rephrasing of the above (relations and operators) definitions
is to say that Term is the initial model among those satisfying the
(infinite) Horn theory over L consisting of the following clauses,
where we use a, b as variable symbols in Ł (assumed universally
quantified at the top level), and & and → as the symbols of con-
junction and implication in L:
• swapx,y(varz) = varz[x∧y].
• swapx,y(app(a, b)) = app(swapx,y(a), swapx,y(b)).
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• swapx,y(lamz(a)) = lamz[x∧y](swapx,y(a)).
• freshx(vary), for x 6= y.
• freshx(a) & freshx(b) → freshx(app(a, b)).
• freshx(lamx(a)).
• freshx(a) → freshx(lamy(a)).
• freshy(a) & freshy(b) & swapx,y(a) = swapx′,y(b) →
lamx(a) = lamx′(b).
Above, x, y, z are not formal variables in Ł, but meta-level param-
eters that we employ to describe the set of all the desired Horn
clauses – we have one Horn clause for each valid combination of
these parameters. Our Horn theory is not two-sorted, but single-
sorted.
(The cautious reader may have noticed that, besides that “mere
rephrasing”, one also needs to use that swapx,y is a defined opera-
tion in our Horn theory, in that any ground expression over L can
be proven in the theory equal to one not containing swapx,y .)
Since our hypotheses simply state that the L-model C where the
interpretation of the items of L is the following:
• freshx is interpreted as {c ∈ C. x ∈ Cfresh(c)},
• varx is interpreted as Cvar(x),
• app is interpreted as Capp,
• lamx is interpreted as Clam(x, ),
• swapx,y is interpreted as Cswap( , x, y),
satisfies the above Horn clauses, it follows that there exists a unique
homomorphism of L-models between Term and C, i.e., a unique
mapping G : Term→ C that preserves the relations and commutes
with the operations associated to the symbols in L. Moreover, since
the model Term is actually generated by the operation symbols in
L′ = L \ {swapx,y. x, y ∈ Var}, it follows that G is also the
unique mapping in Term → C that commutes with the operations
in L′, as desired. 
The variable conventions. Throughout our following proofs, it
will be convenient to rely upon certain conventions regarding the
usage of bound variables. These conventions shall be slight gen-
eralizations of the famous variable convention popularized by [7],
and are based on the following lemma:
LEMMA 12. (1) Let K1,K2 be sets, x1, . . . , xn distinct variables,
X1, . . . , Xm and Y1, . . . , Yp terms, L1 a list of pairs from K1 ×
Term, L2 a list of pairs from Term×K2, and ρ1, . . . , ρq mappings
in Var → Term. Then there exist the distinct variables x′1, . . . , x′n
and the terms X ′1, . . . , X
′
m such that the following hold:
—(a) x′1, . . . , x
′
n are fresh for Y1, . . . , Yp, fresh for all terms Z
with (k1, Z) appearing in L1 for some k1, fresh for all terms Z
with (Z, k2) appearing in L2 for some k2, and fresh for ρk(y) for
all k ∈ 1, q and y ∈ FV(X ′1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(X ′m) \ {x′1, . . . , x′n}.
—(b) Lam(x′1, . . . , x
′
n, X
′
j) = Lam(x1, . . . , xn, Xj) for all j ∈
1,m.
—(c) X ′j [Z1/x
′
1, . . . , Zn/x
′
n] = Xj [Z1/x1, . . . , Zn/xn] for all
j ∈ 1,m and all Z1, . . . , Zn.
(2) Let, for all j ∈ 1,m, xj,1, . . . , xj,n be n distinct variables
andXj be a term. Then there exist the distinct variables x1, . . . , xn
and the terms X ′1, . . . , X
′
m such that the following hold:
—(a) Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X ′j) = Lam(xj,1, . . . , xj,n, Xj) for all
j ∈ 1,m.
—(b) X ′j [Z1/x1, . . . , Zn/xn] = Xj [Z1/xj,1, . . . , Zn/xj,n] for
all j ∈ 1,m and all Z1, . . . , Zn.
Proof: (1): Choose x′1, . . . , x′n distinct variables fresh for all the
terms belonging to the finite set S = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3, where:
- S1 = {Y1, . . . , Yp}.
- S2 = {Z. ∃k1. (k1, Z) appears in L1} ∪ {Z. ∃k2. (Z, k2)
appears in L2}
- S3 =
S{FV(ρk(y)). k ∈ 1, q, y ∈ FV(X1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(Xn)}.
(Since S is finite and the set of fresh variables for each term is
cofinite, such a choice of x′1, . . . , x′n is possible.)
Let, for all j ∈ 1,m, X ′j = Xj [x′1/x1, . . . , x′n/xn]. We check
that x′1, . . . , x′n and X ′1, . . . , X ′m satisfy the required properties:
We check (a): All the freshness conditions, except for the last one,
hold by the choice of the xi-s. As for the last, by Lemma 1.(2,4),
we have that
FV(X ′1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(X ′m) \ {x′1, . . . , x′n} ⊆ FV(X1) ∪ . . . ∪
FV(Xm),
hence freshness for ρk(y) for all k ∈ 1, q and y ∈ FV(X1) ∪
. . .FV(Xm) guarantees freshness for for ρk(y) for all k ∈ 1, q
and y ∈ FV(X ′1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(X ′m) \ {x′1, . . . , x′n}, as desired.
We check (b): This follows from Lemma 1.(1).
We check (c): This follows from (b) and Lemma 1.(3).
(2): Choose x1, . . . , xn distinct variables fresh for X1, . . . , Xm,
and let, for all j ∈ 1,m, X ′j = Xj [x1/xj,1, . . . , xn/xj,n]. Now,
(a) follows from Lemma 1.(1) and (c) follows from (b) and Lemma
1.(3). 
Now the conventions:
FIRST VARIABLE CONVENTION. Assume that we are in a
(meta-level) proof context involving n distinct variables x1, . . . , xn
andm termsX1, . . . , Xm, as well as (some of) the items Y1, . . . , Yp,
L1, L2, ρ1, . . . , ρq as in point 1 of Lemma 12, and further as-
sume that the only reference to any of x1, . . . , xn or any of
X1, . . . , Xm in that proof context is either as part of an expres-
sion of the form “Lam(x1, . . . , xn, Xj)”, or as part of an expres-
sion of the form “Xj [Z1/x1, . . . , Zn/xn]”. Then we may assume
that x1, . . . , xn are fresh for Y1, . . . , Yp, fresh for all Z with
(k1, Z) ∈ L1 for some k1, fresh for all Z with (k1, Z) ∈ L2
for some k2, and fresh for ρk(y) for all k ∈ 1, q and y ∈
FV(X1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(Xn) \ {x1, . . . , xn}.
The (very informal) justification of this convention goes as follows:
In the mentioned proof context, we may invoke Lemma 12.(1) and
obtain x′1, . . . , x′n and X ′1, . . . , X ′m with the desired properties,
and since the only references to the xi-s and the Xj-s are via
expressions which are, by conditions (b) and (c) from Lemma
12.(1), equal to the expressions obtained by replacing xi with x′i
and Xj with X ′j , we may as well assume that already x1, . . . , xn
andX1, . . . , Xm have the properties that we know are true for their
primed variants.
SECOND VARIABLE CONVENTION. Assume that we are
in a (meta-level) proof context involving, for all j ∈ 1,m, n
distinct variables xj,1, . . . , xj,n and a term Xj . Further assume
that the only reference to any of the xi,j-s or any of the Xi-
s in that proof context is either as part of an expression of the
form “Lam(x1,j , . . . , xn,j , Xj)”, or as part of an expression of
the form “Xj [Z1/x1,j , . . . , Zn/xn,j ]”. Then we may assume that,
for all j, j′ ∈ 1,m, (x1,j , . . . , xn,j) = (x1,j′ , . . . , xn,j′). In other
words, we may assume that all the tuples (x1,j , . . . , xn,j) represent
the same tuple, which we may denote (x1, . . . , xn).
The (very informal) justification of the second variable convention:
In the mentioned proof context, we may invoke Lemma 12.(2) and
obtain x1, . . . , xn and X ′1, . . . , X ′m with the desired properties,
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and since the only references to the xi,j-s and the Xj-s are via
expressions which are, by conditions (a) and (b) from Lemma
12.(2), equal to the expressions obtained by replacing xi,j with xi
and Xj with X ′j , we may as well assume directly that the tuples
(x1,j , . . . , xn,j) are the same tuple (x1, . . . , xn).
Disclaimer: By no means do we claim that the above conventions
are fully rigorous (and no variable conventions, including the orig-
inal one from [7], can ever be rigorous). In fact, in order to keep
the formulation of these conventions simple and intuitive, we have
omitted some important prerequisites for them to be sound – we do
not get into these non-trivial issues (subject to extensive study in
frameworks such as Nominal Logic [34]), but rather ask the reader
to interpret these conventions as “proof macros”, whose soundness
should be established dynamically by pasting corresponding invo-
cations of Lemma 12 (followed by possible meta-variable renam-
ings) into the proof at the locations where the conventions are in-
voked. Needless to say, our proofs could have been carried out by
“expanding the macros” and thus doing away with these conven-
tions, but we believe that this would have severely affected read-
ability.
Proof of Lemma 2.
Given two valuations δ, δ′ ∈ Val and a set K of variables, δ and δ′
are said to coincide on K, written δ =K δ′, if δ x = δ′ x for all
x ∈ K.
We define Cvar : Var → C, Capp : C×C → C, Clam : Var×C →
C, Cswap : C×Var×Var → C, and Cfresh : C → P(Var) as follows:
• Cvar(x) = λδ. δ x.
• Capp(M1,M2) = λδ.APP(M1 δ,M2 δ).
• Clam(x,M) = λδ. LAM(λd.M(δ[x← d])).
• Cswap(M,x, y) = λδ.M(δ[x ∧ y]), where δ[x ∧ y] is defined
as λz. δ(z[x ∧ y]).
• Cfresh(M) = {x. ∀δ, δ′ ∈ Val. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒ M δ =
M δ′}.
We now check the conditions from Lemma 1.(7):
(SW1): Unfolding the definitions (including that of δ[x ∧ y]), we
obtain:
Cswap(Cvar(z), x, y) =
Cswap(λδ. δ z, x, y) =
λδ. (δ[x ∧ y])z =
λδ. δ(z[x ∧ y]) =
Cvar(z[x ∧ y]).
(SW2): Unfolding the definitions, we obtain:
Cswap(Capp(M,M
′), x, y) =
Cswap(λδ.APP(M δ,M
′ δ), x, y) =
λδ.APP(M(δ[x ∧ y]),M ′(δ[x ∧ y])) =
Capp(λδ.M(δ[x ∧ y]), λδ.M ′(δ[x ∧ y])) =
Capp(Cswap(M,x, y),Cswap(M
′, x, y)).
(SW3): We first prove that, for all δ ∈ Val, δ[z ← d][x ∧ y] =
δ[x∧ y][z[x∧ y]← d]. Indeed, unfolding the definitions, we have,
for all z′ ∈ Var:
(δ[z ← d][x ∧ y])(z′) =
(δ[z ← d])(z′[x ∧ y]) =
IF (z′[x ∧ y] = z) THEN d ELSE δ(z′[x ∧ y]) =
IF (z′ = z[x ∧ y]) THEN d ELSE (δ[x ∧ y])z′ =
δ[x ∧ y][z[x ∧ y]← d].
Using the latter fact and unfolding the definitions, we obtain:
Cswap(Clam(z,M), x, y)) =
Cswap(λδ. LAM(λd.M(δ[z ← d])), x, y) =
λδ. LAM(λd.M(δ[z ← d][x ∧ y])) =
λδ. LAM(λd.M(δ[x ∧ y][z[x ∧ y]← d])) =
Clam(z[x ∧ y], λδ.M(δ[x ∧ y])) =
Clam(z[x ∧ y],Cswap(M,x, y)).
(FR1): Assume x 6= y. We obtain
∀δ, δ′. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒ δ y = δ′ y,
i.e., x ∈ Cfresh(Cvar(y)), as desired.
(FR2): Assume x ∈ Cfresh(M1) ∩ Cfresh(M2). Then
∀δ, δ′. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒M1 δ = M1 δ′ ∧M2 δ = M2 δ′,
hence
∀δ, δ′. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒ APP(M1 δ,M2 δ) = APP(M1 δ′,M2 δ′),
i.e., x ∈ Cfresh(App(M1,M2)), as desired.
(FR3): First we show that x ∈ Cfresh(Clam(x,M)). We have the
following:
∀δ, δ′, d. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒ δ[x← d] = δ′[x← d],
hence
∀δ, δ′. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒
LAM(λd.M(δ[x← d])) = LAM(λd.M(δ[x← d])),
i.e., (x,Clam(x,M)) ∈ Cfresh, as desired.
Second, we assume x ∈ CfreshM and show x ∈
Cfresh(Clam(y,M)). For this, we note that, if δ =V ar\{x} δ
′, then
also δ[y → d] =V ar\{x} δ′[y → d]. We now have the following:
∀δ, δ′. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒M δ = M δ′,
hence
∀δ, δ′, d. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒M (δ[y ← d]) = M (δ′[y ← d]),
hence
∀δ, δ′. δ =V ar\{x} δ′ ⇒
LAM(λd.M (δ[y ← d])) = LAM(λd.M (δ′[y ← d])),
hence x ∈ Cfresh(Clam(y,M)), as desired.
(EXT): Assume that:
- Assm1: y ∈ CfreshM ,
- Assm2: y ∈ CfreshM ′,
- Assm3: Cswap(M,x, y) = Cswap(M ′, x′, y).
We need to show that Lam(x,M) = Lam(x′,M ′). For this, it
suffices to fix δ and d and show that M(δ[x ← d]) = M ′(δ[x′ ←
d]). To prove the latter, we let δ′ = δ[y ← d] and notice that
δ[x← d] =V ar\{y} δ′[x ∧ y], hence, by Assm1, we obtain:
- Fact1: M(δ[x← d]) = M(δ′[x ∧ y]).
Similarly, from Assm2, we obtain:
- Fact2: M(δ[x′ ← d]) = M(δ′[x′ ∧ y]).
Now, from Assm3, we have that M(δ′[x ∧ y]) = M(δ′[x′ ∧
y]), hence, with Fact1 and Fact2, we obtain M(δ[x ← d]) =
M ′(δ[x′ ← d]), as desired.
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We can now apply Lemma 1.(7) and obtain a unique map G
such that the properties (i)-(iii) hold, and about this unique map G
we also know that the following holds:
- Fact1: x fresh for X implies (x,GX) ∈ Cfresh for all X,x.
It remains to prove for G the property (iv), which we do by
structural induction on Y . Cases:
- Y is a variable y: From (i), we obtain the following chain of
equalities:
G(y[X/x])δ =
IF (y = x) THEN GX δ ELSE Gy δ =
IF (y = x) THEN GX δ ELSE δ y =
(δ[x← GX δ]) y
= Gy (δ[x← GX δ]).
- Y has the form App(Y1, Y2): From (ii), Lemma 1.(3), and the IH,
we obtain the following chain of equalities:
G(App(Y1, Y2)[X/x])δ =
G(App(Y1[X/x], Y2[X/x]))δ =
APP(G(Y1[X/x])δ,G(Y2[X/x])δ) =
APP(GY1(δ[x← GX δ]), G Y2(δ[x← GX δ])) =
G(App(Y1, Y2))(δ[x← GX δ]).
- Y has the form Lam(z, Z): Let z′ be a variable 6= x and fresh for
X , and let Z′ = Z[z′/z]. Then, from Lemma 1.(1), we have
- Fact2: Lam(z, Z) = Lam(z′, Z′).
Moreover, from Lemma 1.(3), we have
- Fact3: Lam(z′, Z′)[X/x] = Lam(z′, Z′[X/x]).
Also, since z′ is fresh for X , we have, by Fact1, (z′, GX) ∈
Cfresh, hence:
Fact4: ∀δ, d. GX δ = GX (δ[x← d]).
We have the following chain of equalities:
G(Lam(z, Z)[X/x])δ = (by Fact2)
G(Lam(z′, Z′)[X/x])δ = (by Fact3)
G(Lam(z′, Z′[X/x]))δ = (by (iii))
LAM(λd.G(Z′[X/x])(δ[z′ ← d])) = (by IH)
LAM(λd.GZ′(δ[z′ ← d][x← GX(δ[z′ ← d])])) = (by Fact4)
LAM(λd.GZ′(δ[z′ ← d][x← GX δ])) = (since z′ 6= x)
LAM(λd.GZ′(δ[x← GX δ][z′ ← d])) = (by (iii))
G(Lam(z′, Z′))(δ[x← GX δ]) = (by Fact3)
G(Lam(z, Z))(δ[x← GX δ]).

Proof of Corollary 3.
Since Var is infinite and card(Var) ≥ card(C), it follows that
card(Var) ≥ card(IN × C), hence, since also C is non-empty,
there exists an ∞-surjective mapping Cvar : Var → C. Now,
Cvar,Capp,Clm satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4 and the
desired conclusion follows. 
Proof of the extension of Corollary 3 to dependent families.
Since Var is infinite and card(Var) ≥ card(C), it follows that
card(Var) ≥ card(IN × C), hence, since also, by hypothesis (a), C
is non-empty, there exists an∞-surjective mapping Cvar : Var →
C. Now, Cvar,Capp,Clm satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 4,
hence there exists a mapping H : Term → C such that the
following hold:
-(i) H x = Cvar x for all x.
-(ii) H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ) for all X,Y .
-(iii) H(LmX ) = Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term}) for all X .
-(iv) H(LmX ) = Clm({H(X y). y ∈ Var}) for all X .
Since (ii) and (iii) are precisely our desired facts (I) and (II),
it only remains to check that (HX)X ∈ QX DX , i.e., that
HX ∈ DX for all X . For this, we first notice that (iv) and our
hypothesis (c) are equivalent to (iv)’ and (c)’, where:
-(iv)’ H(Lam(x,X)) = Clm({H(X[y/x]). y ∈ Var}) for all
X,x.
-(c)’ Clm({f y. y ∈ Var}) ∈ D(Lam(x,X)) for all x,X and all
(f y)y∈Var ∈
Q
y∈Var D(X[y/x])
Now we prove H Z ∈ DZ by structural induction on Z
(Lemma 1.(6)). Cases:
Z is a variable, x: Follows from (i) and hypothesis (a).
Z has the form App(X,Y ): By IH, we have HX ∈ DX and
H Y ∈ D Y , hence, with hypothesis (b), Capp(HX,H Y ) ∈
D(App(X,Y )). Hence, with (ii), we have H(App(X,Y )) ∈
D(App(X,Y )), as desired.
Z has the form Lam(x,X): BY IH, we have
∀y. H(X[y/x]) ∈ D(X[y/x]), i.e.,
(H(X[y/x])y∈Var ∈ (D(X[y/x])))y∈Var,
hence, with (c)’, we have Clm({H(X[y/x]). y ∈ Var}) ∈
D(Lam(x,X),
hence, with (iv)’, we have
H(Lam(x,X)) ∈ D(Lam(x,X),
as desired. 
Proof of Lemma 3.
#n is well-defined and injective thanks to Lemma 1.(3) and is
surjective by the definition of Fncn. 
Proof of Lemma 4.
varn is well-defined because each varn(x) is determined by
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, x) for some y1, . . . , yn distinct such that x 6∈
{y1, . . . , yn}. Prin ∈ Fncn because it is determined by
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, yi) for some y1, . . . , yn distinct. Appn is clearly
well-defined. Freshn is well-defined because #n is bijective.
We are left to show that Lamn is well-defined. For this, we need
to show that
#n+1(Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X)) = #n+1(Lam(y
′
1, . . . , y
′
n+1, X
′))
whenever
λY1, . . . .Yn. Lam(yn+1, X)[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn] =
λY1, . . . .Yn. Lam(y
′
n+1, X
′)[Y1/y
′
1, . . . , Yn/y
′
n],
where y1, . . . , yn are all distinct and y′1, . . . , y′n are all distinct.
So assume
#n+1(Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X)) =
#n+1(Lam(y
′
1, . . . , y
′
n+1, X
′))
and fix Y1, . . . , Yn. Since #n+1 is injective, we have
Fact1: Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X) = Lam(y′1, . . . , y′n+1, X ′).
Choose z fresh for y1, . . . , yn, X, Y1, . . . , Yn and z′ fresh
for y′1, . . . , y′n, X ′, Y1, . . . , Yn, and let Z = X[z/yn+1] and
Z′ = X ′[z′/y′n+1] By Lemma 1.(1), we have:
Fact2: Lam(yn+1, X) = Lam(z, Z) and
Lam(y′n+1, X
′) = Lam(z′, Z′),
hence
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, yn+1, X) = Lam(y1, . . . , yn, z, Z) and
Lam(y′1, . . . , y
′
n, y
′
n+1, X
′) = Lam(y′1, . . . , y
′
n, z
′, Z′),
hence, with Fact1, we have
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Fact3: Lam(y1, . . . , yn, z, Z) = Lam(y′1, . . . , y′n, z′, Z′).
From Lemma 1.(3) we have
Fact4: Lam(z, Z)[Y1/y1, ..., Yn/yn]=Lam(z, Z[Y1/y1, ..., Yn/yn])
and
Lam(z′, Z′)[Y1/y′1, ..., Yn/y
′
n] = Lam(z
′, Z′[Y1/y′1, ..., Yn/y
′
n]).
From Lemma 1.(3) and Fact3, we have
∀Y. Z[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn, Y/z] = Z′[Y1/y′1, . . . , Yn/y′n, Y/z′],
hence, using Lemma 1.(5,4) (since z, z′ are fresh the Yi-s),
∀Y. Z[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn][Y/z] = Z′[Y1/y′1, . . . , Yn/y′n][Y/z′],
hence, with Lemma 1.(3) we have
Lam(z, Z[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn]) = Lam(z
′, Z′[Y1/y′1, . . . , Yn/y
′
n]),
hence, with Fact4, we have
Lam(z, Z)[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn] = Lam(z
′, Z′)[Y1/y′1, . . . , Yn/y
′
n],
hence, with Fact2, we have
Lam(yn+1, X)[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn] =
Lam(y′n+1, X
′)[Y1/y
′
1, . . . , Yn/y
′
n],
as desired. 
Proof of Lemma 5.
The stated fact is simply a rephrasing of the definition of Lamn:
If Z = Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X) ∈ Ltermn+1 and Xn+1 =
#n+1(Z), then Lamn(Xn+1) is, by definition,
λY1, . . . , Yn. Lam(yn+1, X)[Y1/y1, . . . , Yn/yn], which is pre-
cisely #n(Z). 
Proof of Proposition 1.
The proofs for most of the points shall be done by translating back
and forth between Fncn and Ltermn via the bijection #n. Most
of the times, we shall not invoke #n and its inverse explicitly, but
rather state and prove the desired fact as already translated from
functionals to terms.
(1): For composition: AssumeX is determined by Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X)
with x1, . . . , xn all distinct. By the second variable convention,
we may assume the existence of the distinct variables y1, . . . , ym
such that each Ymi is determined by Lam(y1, . . . , ym, Yi) for
some Yi. (Thus, we employed the second variable convention
in order to be able to assume that the determining terms of all
the Ymi -s use the same tuple of bound variables.) It now fol-
lows from Lemma 1.(5) that Xn ◦ (Ym1 , . . . ,Ymn ) is determined
by Lam(y1, . . . , ym, X[Y1/y1, . . . , Ym/ym]), hence it belongs to
Fncn.
For “at i” application: By the first variable convention, we may as-
sume thatX is determined by Lam(z1, . . . , zn, X) with z1, . . . , zn
distinct and fresh for Z. Then Xn(ai)Z is determined by
Lam(z1, . . . , zi−1, zi+1, . . . , zn, X[Z/zi]), hence it belongs to
Fncn.
(2): For Appn: We assume z1, . . . , zn are distinct, z
′
1, . . . , z
′
n are
distinct, and
Lam(z1, . . . , zn,App(X,Y )) = Lam(z
′
1, . . . , z
′
n,App(X
′, Y ′)),
and would like to prove that
Lam(z1, . . . , zn, X) = Lam(z
′
1, . . . , z
′
n, X
′)
and
Lam(z1, . . . , zn, Y ) = Lam(z
′
1, . . . , z
′
n, Y
′).
From the assumptions and Lemma 1.(3), we have
∀Z1, . . . , Zn.
App(X,Y )[Z1/z1, . . . , Zn/zn] = App(X
′, Y ′)[Z1/z
′
1, . . . , Zn/z
′
n],
hence, again by Lemma 1.(3),
∀Z1, . . . , Zn. App(X[Z1/z1, . . . , Zn/zn], Y [Z1/z1, . . . , Zn/zn]) =
App(X ′[Z1/z
′
1, . . . , Zn/z
′
n], Y
′[Z1/z
′
1, . . . , Zn/z
′
n]),
hence, by the injectivity of App,
∀Z1, . . . , Zn. X[Z1/z1, . . . , Zn/zn] = X ′[Z1/z′1, . . . , Zn/z′n] ∧
Y [Z1/z1, . . . , Zn/zn] = Y
′[Z1/z′1, . . . , Zn/z
′
n],
hence, by Lemma 1.(3),
Lam(z1, . . . , zn, X) = Lam(z
′
1, . . . , z
′
n, X
′) and
Lam(z1, . . . , zn, Y ) = Lam(z
′
1, . . . , z
′
n, Y
′), as desired.
For Lamn: Given that, by the definition of Lamn (spelled out as in
Lemma 5), #n(Lamn(Xn+1)) = #n+1(Xn+1) and similarly for
Yn+1, the desired fact holds trivially (when translated to Ltermn).
(3): The corresponding fact for Ltermn is: Given z1, . . . , zn
distinct and x 6∈ {z1, . . . , zn}, the terms Lam(z1, . . . , zn, x),
Lam(z1, . . . , zn, zj), Lam(z1, . . . , zn,App(X,Y )) and
Lam(z1, . . . , zn, Lam(z, Z)) are all distinct.
A sufficient criterion for the above to be true is, according to
Lemma 1.(3), that x, zj , App(X,Y ) and Lam(x,X) are distinct,
which is true by Lemma 1.(1).
(4): The corresponding fact for Ltermn is: Given z1, . . . , zn distinct
and Z, the term Lam(z1, . . . , zn, Z) has one of the following
forms:
- Lam(z1, . . . , zn, x), for some x 6∈ {z1, . . . , zn}.
- Lam(z1, . . . , zn, zi), for some i ∈ 1, n.
- Lam(z1, . . . , zn,App(X,Y )), for some X,Y .
- Lam(z1, . . . , zn, Lam(x,X)), for some x,X .
This latter fact is true by Lemma 1.(1).
(5): Since clearly [(a) implies (b)] and [(b) implies (c)] (for the latter
implication, remember that the sets of fresh variables are co-finite,
hence any two such sets have a non-empty intersection), it would
suffice to prove that (c) implies (a).
The corresponding fact about Ltermn is the following: Given
x1, . . . , xn distinct, y1, . . . , yn distinct and m ≤ n, then (c)’
implies (a)’, where:
(a)’ Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X) = Lam(y1, . . . , yn, Y ).
(c)’ Lam(xm+1, . . . , xn, X[z1/x1, . . . , zm/xm]) =
Lam(xm+1, . . . , xn, Y [z1/y1, . . . , zm/ym]) for some z1, . . . zm
distinct and fresh for Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X), Lam(y1, . . . , yn, Y ).
We prove the latter fact. From (c)’ and Lemma 1.(3), it follows
that
Lam(xm+1, . . . , xn, X)[z1/x1, . . . , zm/xm] =
Lam(xm+1, . . . , xn, Y )[z1/y1, . . . , zm/ym]
for some z1, . . . zm distinct and fresh for Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X),
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, Y ),
hence, by Lemma 1.(3), we obtain
Lam(x1, . . . , xm, Lam(xm+1, . . . , xn, X)) =
Lam(y1, . . . , ym, Lam(ym+1, . . . , yn, Y )),
the latter being precisely (a)’.
(6): For varn: varn+1(x) is determined by Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, x)
with y1, . . . , yn+1 all distinct and distinct from x. Using the first
variable convention, we may assume that the yi-s are also fresh for
Z. Then varn+1(ai)Z is determined by
Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, x[Z/yi]),
i.e., by
Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, x),
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the latter determining varn(x).
For Prin+1: Pr
j
n+1(ai)Z is determined by
X = Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, yj [Z/yi]),
where y1, . . . , yn are all distinct. Additionally, by the first variable
convention, we may assume that the yi-s are fresh for Z. Hence:
- If j = i, then X = Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, Z), which
determines λZ1 . . . Zn. Z.
- If j 6= i, then X = Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, yj), which
determines:
— Prjn, if j < i.
— Prj−1n , if j > i.
For Appn+1: Immediate.
For Lamn+1: AssumeXn+2 is determined by Lam(y1, . . . , yn+2, X)
where y1, . . . , yn+2 are all distinct. Additionally, by the first vari-
able convention, we may assume that the yi-s are fresh for Z. Then
Lamn+1(Xn+2) is also determined by Lam(y1, . . . , yn+2, X),
hence Lamn+1(Xn+2)(ai)Z is determined by
Y = Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yn+2, X[Z/yi]). On the other
handXn+2(ai)Z is also determined by Y , hence Lamn(Xn+2(ai)Z)
is determined by the same Y . Hence Lamn+1(Xn+2)(ai)Z =
Lamn(Xn+2(ai)Z).
(7): Follows from (6) for the case i = 1, since Xn+1(a1)Z =
Xn+1 Z.
(8): For varn: varn(x) is determined by a term with precisely one
free variable, x, i.e., with its fresh variables being Var \ {x}.
For Prin: It is determined by a term with no free variable, i.e.,
for which all variables are fresh.
For Appn: Assume Xn is determined by Lam(z1, . . . , zn, X)
andYn is determined by Lam(z1, . . . , zn, Y ). ThenAppn(Xn,Yn)
is determined by Lam(z1, . . . , zn,App(X,Y )) and it follows from
Lemma 1.(2) that
Fresh(Lam(z1, . . . , zn,App(X,Y ))) =
Fresh(Lam(z1, . . . , zn, X)) ∩ Fresh(Lam(z1, . . . , zn, Y )).
For Lamn: It follows from the fact that Lamn(Xn+1) and
Xn+1 are determined by the same term.
For ai: AssumeXn+1 is determined by Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X)
with y1, . . . , yn+1 all distinct. Additionally, by the first variable
convention, we may assume that the yi-s are fresh for Z. Then
Xn+1(ai)Z is determined by
Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, X[Z/yi]),
and we have the following:
FV(Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, X[Z/yi]) = (by Lemma 1.(2))
FV(X[Z/yi])\{y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yn+1} ⊆ (by Lemma 1.(4))
FV(X) \ {yi} ∪ FV(Z) \ {y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yn+1} =
(since all the yj-s are fresh for Z)
FV(X) \ {y1, . . . , yn+1} ∪ FV(Z) = (by Lemma 1.(2))
FV(Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X)) ∪ FV(Z).
Thus
FV(Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, X[Z/yi]) ⊆
FV(Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X)) ∪ FV(Z).
It follows that
Fresh(Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, yn+1, X[Z/yi]) ⊇
Fresh(Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X)) ∩ Fresh(Z),
as desired.
(9): The corresponding fact about Ltermn and Ltermn+1 is the
following: For all x and Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X) ∈ Ltermn with
x1, . . . , xn distinct, there exists a unique
Z = Lam(y1, . . . , yn, yn+1, Y )
such that x is fresh for Z and
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, Y )[x/yn+1] = Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X).
To prove the latter, fix x and Lam(x1, . . . , xn, X) as above. By
the first variable convention, we may assume that x 6∈ {x1, . . . , xn}.
For existence, we takeZ to be Lam(x1, . . . , xn, x,X). For unique-
ness, assume that
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, Y )[x/yn+1] = Lam(y
′
1, . . . , y
′
n, Y
′)[x/y′n+1]
where y1, . . . , yn, yn+1 are distinct, y′1, . . . , yn, y′n+1 are distinct,
and x is fresh for Lam(y1, . . . , yn, yn+1, Y ) and
Lam(y′1, . . . , y
′
n, y
′
n+1, Y
′). Then
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, yn+1, Y ) = Lam(y1, . . . , yn, yn+1, Y )
follows by an argument invoking Lemma 1.(3) that we have already
used several times in previous proofs, e.g., in the proof of point (5).

Proof of Lemma 6.
We show that S′ ⊆ S: Fix (Lam(x,X), X[Y/x]) ∈ S. Let X =
#1(Lam(x,X)). Then (by Lemma 5) Lm(X ) = #0(Lam(x,X)) =
Lam(x,X). Moreover, X = λZ.X[Z/x], hence X[Y/x] = X Y .
Therefore (Lam(x,X), X[Y/x]) = (Lm(X ),X Y ) ∈ S.
We show that S ⊆ S′: Fix (Lm(X ),X Y ) ∈ S. Assume that
X is determined by Lam(x,X), i.e., X = #1(Lam(x,X)). Then
again Lm(X ) = #0(Lam(x,X)) = Lam(x,X). Moreover, X =
λZ.X[Z/x], hence X[Y/x] = X Y . Therefore (Lm(X ),X Y ) =
(Lam(x,X), X[Y/x]) ∈ S′. 
Proof of Proposition 2.
Using the bijections #n, it suffices to prove the following property
about the set Ltermn: Let n ∈ IN and Σ ⊆ Ltermn such that the
following facts (i)’-(iv)’ hold:
(i)’ If y1, . . . , yn are distinct and x 6∈ {y1, . . . , yn}, then
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, x) ∈ Σ.
(ii)’ If y1, . . . , yn are distinct and i ∈ 1, n, then
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, yi) ∈ Σ.
(iii)’ If y1, . . . , yn are distinct, Lam(y1, . . . , yn, X) ∈ Σ and
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, Y ) ∈ Σ, then
Lam(y1, . . . , yn,App(X,Y )) ∈ Σ.
(iv)’ If y1, . . . , yn+1 are distinct and
Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yn+1, X)[x/yi] ∈ Σ
for all x and all i ∈ 1, n+ 1, then
Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, X) ∈ Σ.
Then Σ = Ltermn.
To prove the latter, fix n and Σ and assume (i)’-(iv)’ hold. We show,
by complete induction on the natural number k, that
Lam(y1, . . . , yn, Z) ∈ Σ
for all y1, . . . , yn distinct and all Z with depth k.
Base case: k = 0. Then Z is a variable, x, and the desired fact
follows from (ii)’ if x ∈ {y1, . . . , yn} and from (i)’ otherwise.
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Inductive step: Cases:
- Z is an application, App(X,Y ): Then the desired fact follows
from IH and (iii)’.
- Z is an abstraction, say Lam(yn+1, Y ). By the first variable con-
vention, we may assume that yn+1 6∈ {y1, . . . , yn}: We need
to show that Lam(y1, . . . , yn, Lam(yn+1, Y )) ∈ Σ, i.e., that
Lam(y1, . . . , yn+1, Y ) ∈ Σ. According to (iv)’, it would suf-
fice that Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yn+1, Y )[x/yi] ∈ Σ for
all x and all i ∈ 1, n+ 1. But the latter is true by IH, since
each Lam(y1, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yn+1, X)[x/yi] has the form
Lam(z1, . . . , zn, Z) where
Z = X[z1/y1, . . . , zi−1/yi−1, zi/yi+1, . . . , zn/yn+1][x/yi]
for some distinct and fresh z1, . . . , zn, meaning that the depth of Z
is smaller by one than the depth of X . 
Proof of Proposition 3.
By Lemma 6, (III) is equivalent to the following:
-(III)’ H(Lam(x,X)) = Clm(λy.H(X[y/x])) for all y,X .
Now, (I), (II) and (III)’ may be regarded as a definition of H
recursive on the depth of the terms, ensuring the desired existence
and uniqueness. The definition goes as follows:
- If the depth is 0, the the term is a variable x, and we let
H x = Cvar x.
- Assume the depth is n > 0 and assume H was defined for all
terms of depth i < n. Cases:
— The term is an application App(X,Y ): Then the depths of X
and Y are < n, and we put H(App(X,Y )) = Capp(HX,H Y ).
— The term is an abstraction Lam(x,X): Then, for all y, the depth
ofX[y/x] is< n, and we putH(Lm(X )) = Clm(λy.H(X[y/x])).
(By Lemma 1.(3), the definition for this case is correct, since it does
not depend on the choices of x,X for the term Lam(x,X).) 
Proof of Lemma 7.
By Lemma 6, (II) is equivalent to the following:
-(II)’ H(Lam(y,X)) = Clm(λY.H(X[Y/x])) for all y,X .
We now prove the desired fact (with (II)’ instead of (II)) by
structural induction on Z (the kind of induction described in
Lemma 1.(6)). Cases:
-Z is a variable, x: Then, since x ∈ FV(x), it follows that
H(δ1 x) = H(δ2 x), hence:
H(x[δ1]) = H(δ1 x) = H(δ2 x) = H(x[δ2]).
-Z has the form App(X,Y ): By Lemma 1.(2,3), condition (I), and
IH, we have:
H(App(X,Y )[δ1]) =
H(App(X[δ1], Y [δ1])) =
Capp(H(X[δ1]), H(Y [δ1])) =
Capp(H(X[δ2]), H(Y [δ2])) =
H(App(X[δ2], Y [δ2])) =
H(App(X,Y )[δ2]).
-Z has the form Lam(y,X): By the first variable convention,
we may assume that y is fresh for δ1 x and δ2 x for all x ∈
FV(X) \ {y}. By Lemma 1.(3), we have
Fact1: Lam(y,X)[δ1] = Lam(y,X[δ1[y ← y]]) and Lam(y,X)[δ2] =
Lam(y,X[δ2[y ← y]]).
Fix Y . By Lemma 1.(5), we have
Fact2: X[δ1[y ← y]][Y/y] = X[δ1[y ← Y ]] and X[δ2[y ←
y]][Y/y] = X[δ2[y ← Y ]].
Moreover, given that:
- FV(X) ⊆ {y} ∪ FV(Lam(y,X)),
- H(δ1 x) = H(δ2 x) for all x ∈ FV(Lam(y,X)),
- H((δ1[y ← Y ])y) = H Y = H((δ2[x← Y ])y),
It follows that
H((δ1[y ← Y ])x) = H((δ2[y ← Y ])x) for all x ∈ FV(X),
hence, by IH, we have
H(X[δ1[y ← Y ]]) = H(X[δ2[y ← Y ]]),
hence, with Fact2, we have
H(X[δ1[y ← y]][Y/y]) = H(X[δ2[y ← y]][Y/y]).
We have thus proved:
Fact3: ∀Y. H(X[δ1[y ← y]][Y/y]) = H(X[δ2[y ← y]][Y/y]).
We are now ready to finalize the inductive step for Z =
Lam(y,X). We have the following:
H(Lam(y,X)[δ1]) = (by Fact1)
H(Lam(y,X[δ1[y ← y])) = (by (II)’)
Clm({H(X[δ1[y ← y]][Y/y]). Y ∈ Term}) = (by Fact3)
Clm({H(X[δ2[y ← y]][Y/y]). Y ∈ Term}) = (by (II)’)
H(Lam(y,X[δ2[y ← y])) = (by Fact1)
H(Lam(y,X)[δ2]).

Proof of Proposition 4.
Existence: We shall employ Lemma 2, taking D = C, APP =
Capp, LAM = λf.Clm(Im f), and Val the set of ∞-surjective
mappings in Var → C. Clearly Val is closed under updates (this
is the only place where ∞-surjectivity was used, the rest of the
proof requiring mere surjectivity). Then, by Lemma 2, there exists
a mapping G : Term→ Val→ C such that:
-(i) Gxδ = δ x.
-(ii) G(App(X,Y ))δ = Capp(GX δ,GY δ).
-(iii) G(Lam(x,X))δ = Clm({GX(δ[x← c]). c ∈ C}).
-(iv) G(Y [X/x])δ = GY (δ[x← GX δ]).
Fix X ∈ Term # Term, and assume that X is determined by
Lam(x,X), i.e., #1(Lam(x,X)) = X . Then (by Lemma 5) we
have
Fact0: Lm(X ) = #0(Lam(x,X)) = Lam(x,X) and ∀Y.X Y =
X[Y/x].
We have the following chain of equalities and inequalities:
{GX(δ[x← c]). c ∈ C} ⊆ (by the surjectivity of δ)
{GX(δ[x← δ(y)]). y ∈ Var} = (by (i))
{GX(δ[x← Gy δ]). y ∈ Var} ⊆ (since Var ⊆ Term)
{GX(δ[x← GY δ]). Y ∈ Term} ⊆
{GX(δ[x← c]). c ∈ C}.
Therefore
{GX(δ[x← c]). c ∈ C} = {GX(δ[x← GY δ]). Y ∈ Term},
hence, with (iv),
{GX(δ[x← c]). c ∈ C} = {G (X[Y/x]) δ. Y ∈ Term},
hence
Lm({GX(δ[x ← c]). c ∈ C}) = Lm({G (X[Y/x]) δ. Y ∈
Term}),
hence, with (iii),
G(Lam(x,X))δ = Lm({G (X[Y/x]) δ. Y ∈ Term}),
hence, with Fact0,
G(Lm(X ))δ = Lm({G (X Y ) δ. Y ∈ Term}).
We have thus proved:
Fact1: ∀X . G(Lm(X ))δ = Lm({G (X Y ) δ. Y ∈ Term}).
Now, defining H = λX.GX Cvar, conditions (i) and (ii) to-
gether with Fact1 show that H satisfies the desired properties (I)-
(III).
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Uniqueness: If we show that anyH satisfying (I)-(III) also satisfies
(III)’, then we are done because, by Proposition 3, there exists
precisely one mapping satisfying (I), (II) and (III)’.
So let us prove (III)’. Let X ∈ Term # Term, and assume
#1(Lam(x,X)) = X . Fix Y ∈ Term. Since Cvar is surjective,
there exists y ∈ Term such that Cvar y = H Y , i.e., by (i),
H y = H Y . Then, by Lemma 7, H(X[Y/x]) = H(X[y/x]).
We have thus proved
{H(X[Y/x]). Y ∈ Term} = {H(X[y/x]). y ∈ Var},
i.e.,
{H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term} = {H(X y). y ∈ Var},
hence
Clm({H(X Y ). Y ∈ Term}) = Clm({H(X y). y ∈ Var}),
hence (III)’ follows from (III). 
Proof of Corollary 3.
Since, by our assumption, Var has continuum cardinality, it follows
that card(Var) = card(Var × IN) ≥ card(C), hence we can
define an ∞-surjective mapping Var → C. Now we can invoke
Proposition 4. 
Proof of Lemma 8.
It suffices to show that corresponding defining clauses for the two
relations have the same instances.
(Note: Here, as well as in other future situations, we could perform
two inductive proofs – one for an inclusion, and one for the other
– instead of showing that the clauses have the same instances.
However, we prefer the latter approach, since it actually gives
more information: it does not only show that the inference systems
consisting of (the instances of) the defining clauses are deductively
equivalent, but that they are the same system. )
This is clearly true for (XAppL) versus (GAppL) and (XAppR)
versus (GAppR), since in both cases they are the same clause. To
deal with the other two pairs, namely (XBeta) versus (GBeta) and
(XXi) versus (GXi), consider the following sets:
- SXBeta ⊆ Dterm× Dterm, where
SXBeta = {(App(Lam(x, Y ), X), Y [X/x]). x ∈ Dvar, X, Y ∈
Dterm}.
- SGBeta ⊆ Dterm× Dterm, where
SGBeta = {(App(Lm(Y), X),YX). Y ∈ Dterm# Dterm, X ∈
Dterm}.
- SXXi ⊆ P(Dterm× Dterm)× (Dterm× Dterm), where
SXXi = {({(X[Z/z], Y [Z/z]). Z ∈ Dterm}, (Lam(z,X), Lam(z, Y ))).
z ∈ Dvar, X, Y ∈ Dterm}.
- SGXi ⊆ P(Dterm× Dterm)× (Dterm× Dterm), where
SGXi = {({(X Z,Y Z). Z ∈ Dterm}, (Lm(X ), Lm(Y))).
X ,Y ∈ Dterm# Dterm}.
We need to show that SXBeta = SGBeta and SXXi = SGXi.
We show that SXBeta ⊆ SGBeta:
Fix (App(Lam(x, Y ), X), Y [X/x]) ∈ SXBeta. LetY = #1(Lam(x, Y )).
Then (by Lemma 5) Lm(Y) = #0(Lam(x, Y )) = Lam(x, Y ).
Moreover, Y = λZ. Y [Z/y], hence YX = Y [X/x]. Therefore
(App(Lam(x, Y ), X), Y [X/x]) =
(App(Lm(Y), X),YX) ∈
SGBeta.
We show that SGBeta ⊆ SXBeta:
Fix App(Lam(z,X), Y ), X[Y/z]) ∈ SXBeta. Assume X is de-
termined by Lam(z,X), i.e., that X = #1(Lam(z,X)). Then
again Lm(Y) = #0(Lam(x, Y )) = Lam(x, Y ). Moreover, Y =
λZ. Y [Z/y], hence YX = Y [X/x]. Therefore
(App(Lm(Y), X),YX) =
(App(Lam(x, Y ), X), Y [X/x]) ∈
SXBeta.
We show that SXi ⊆ SGXi:
Fix ({(X[Z/z], Y [Z/z]). Z ∈ Dterm}, (Lam(z,X), Lam(z, Y ))) ∈
SXi. Let X = #1(Lam(z,X)) and Y = #1(Lam(z, Y )).
Then (by Lemma 5) Lm(X ) = #0(Lam(z,X)) = Lam(z,X)
and Lm(Y) = #0(Lam(z, Y )) = Lam(z, Y ). Moreover, X =
λZ.X[Z/z] and Y = λZ. Y [Z/z], hence X Z = X[Z/z] and
Y Z = Y [Z/z] for all Z. Therefore
({(X[Z/z], Y [Z/z]). Z ∈ Dterm}, (Lam(z,X), Lam(z, Y ))) =
({(X Z,Y Z). Z ∈ Dterm}, (Lm(X ), Lm(Y)))
∈ SGXi.
We show that SGXi ⊆ SXXi:
Fix ({(X Z,Y Z). Z ∈ Dterm}, (Lm(X ), Lm(Y))) ∈ SGXi. By
the second variable convention, we may assume that X and Y
are determined by terms binding at the top the same variable z,
say Lam(z,X) and Lam(z, Y ). Thus X = #1(Lam(z,X)) and
Y = #1(Lam(z, Y )). Then again Lm(X ) = #0(Lam(z,X)) =
Lam(z,X) and Lm(Y) = #0(Lam(z, Y )) = Lam(z, Y ). More-
over, X = λZ.X[Z/z] and Y = λZ. Y [Z/z], hence X Z =
X[Z/z] and Y Z = Y [Z/z] for all Z. Therefore
({(X Z,Y Z). Z ∈ Dterm}, (Lm(X ), Lm(Y))) =
({(X[Z/z], Y [Z/z]). Z ∈ Dterm}, (Lam(z,X), Lam(z, Y ))) ∈
SXXi.

Proof of Proposition 5.
Since  and  aux coincide by Lemma 8 and since (3) clearly
implies (2), it suffices to prove the following:
(a) X  aux Y implies X  Y .
(b) X  Y implies ∀ρ.X[ρ] aux Y [ρ].
We prove (a) by induction on the definition of  aux . The cases
when the last employed clause was one of (XBeta), (XAppL) or
(XAppR) are immediate. For the case of (XXi), assume
Lam(z,X) aux Lam(z, Y ) followed from ∀Z.X[Z/z] aux Y [Z/z].
In particular, for Z = z, we have X  aux Y , hence, by IH,
X  Y , hence, applying (Xi), Lam(z,X)  Lam(z, Y ), as
desired.
We prove (b) by induction on the definition of  . We have the
following cases, according to the last employed clause:
(Beta), so that App(Lam(x, Y ), X)  Y [X/x]: By the first
variable convention, we may assume x is fresh for ρ(z) for all
z ∈ FV(Y ) \ {x}. By Lemma 1.(4), we have
Fact1:App(Lam(x, Y ), X)[ρ] = App(Lam(x, Y [ρ[x← x]]), X[ρ]).
By Lemma 1.(5), we have
Fact2: Y [X/x][ρ] = Y [ρ[x← x]][X[ρ]/x].
Applying (XBeta), we obtain
App(Lam(x, Y [ρ[x← x]]), X[ρ]) aux Y [ρ[x← x]][X[ρ]/x],
hence, with Fact1 and Fact2, we have
App(Lam(x, Y ), X)[ρ] aux Y [X/x][ρ],
as desired.
(Xi), so that Lam(z,X)  Lam(z, Y ) followed from X  Y :
By the first variable convention, we may assume that z is fresh for
ρ(x) for all x ∈ FV(X)∪FV(Y )\{z}. By Lemma 1.(4), we have
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Fact1: Lam(z,X)[ρ] = Lam(z,X[ρ[z ← z]]) and Lam(z, Y )[ρ] =
Lam(z, Y [ρ[z ← z]]).
Fix Z. By Lemma 1.(5), we have
Fact2: X[ρ[z ← z]][Z/z] = X[ρ[z ← Z]] and Y [ρ[z ←
z]][Z/z] = Y [ρ[z ← Z]].
By, we have
X[ρ[z ← Z]] aux Y [ρ[z ← Z]],
hence, with Fact2, we have
X[ρ[z ← z]][Z/z] aux Y [ρ[z ← z]][Z/z].
We thus proved
∀Z. X[ρ[z ← z]][Z/z] aux Y [ρ[z ← z]][Z/z],
hence, applying (XXi), we obtain
Lam(z,X[ρ[z ← z]]) aux Lam(z, Y [ρ[z ← z]]),
hence, with Fact1, we have
Lam(z,X)[ρ] aux Lam(z, Y )[ρ],
as desired.
(AppL) or (AppR): Immediate from IH and an application of the
corresponding rule, (XAppL) or (XAppR). 
Proof of Proposition 6.
Closure under (GXiFrV ar): Since  coincides with by Propo-
sition 5, it suffices to show that  is closed under (GXiFrV ar)
(with  of course replaced by  in this clause). For this, as-
sume X z  Y z for some z ∈ Fresh(X ) ∩ Fresh(Y). As-
sume X and Y are determined by Lam(x,X) and Lam(y, Y ),
i.e., #1(Lam(x,X)) = X and #1(Lam(y, Y )) = Y . Let
X ′ = X[z/x] and Y ′ = Y [z/x]. Since z is fresh for Lam(x,X)
and Lam(y, Y ), it follows from Lemma 1.(1) that Lam(x,X) =
Lam(z,X ′) and Lam(y, Y ) = Lam(z, Y ′). Hence #1(Lam(z,X ′)) =
X and #1(Lam(y, Y ′)) = Y . Therefore Lm(X ) = #0(Lam(z,X ′)) =
Lam(z,X ′) and Lm(Y) = #0(Lam(z, Y ′)) = Lam(z, Y ′).
Moreover, X = λZ.X ′[Z/z] and Y = λZ. Y ′[Z/z], hence
X z = X ′ and Y z = Y ′, hence X ′  Y ′. Applying (Xi), we
obtain Lam(z,X ′)  Lam(z, Y ′), i.e., Lm(X )  Lm(Y), as
desired.
Closure under (GXiV ar): Follows from closure under (GXiFrV ar),
since we may always choose a dvar fresh for any two dterms. 
Proof of Lemma 10.
By induction on the definition of I` aux . We have the following
cases, according to the last employed clause:
(XStart): Immediate, applying (XStart).
One of (XDWeak), (XTWeak), (XDApp): Immediate, using IH and
applying the same clause.
(XDAbs), so that ∆ I` aux Lam(x, Y ) : Arr(A,B) was obtained
from
∀X. ∆, X : A I` aux Y [X/x] : B: By the first variable convention,
we may assume that x is fresh for ∆ and for ρ(y) for all y ∈
FV(Y ) \ {x}. Taking X = x, we have
Fact1: ∆, x : A I` aux Y : B.
By Lemma 1.(3), we have
Fact2: Lam(x, Y )[ρ] = Lam(x, Y [ρ[x← x]]).
By Lemma 1.(5), we have
Fact3: ∀X.Y [ρ[x← x]][X/x] = Y [ρ[x← X]].
Fix X . Using IH for Fact1, we have
(∆, x : A)[ρ[x← X], ξ] I` aux Y [ρ[x← X]] : B[ξ],
hence, by Lemma 9 (since x is fresh for ∆), we have
∆[ξ, ρ], X : A[ξ] I` aux Y [ρ[x← X]] : B[ξ],
hence, with Fact3, we have
∆[ξ, ρ], X : A[ξ] I` aux Y [ρ[x← x]][X/x] : B[ξ].
We thus proved
∀X. ∆[ξ, ρ], X : A[ξ] I` aux Y [ρ[x← x]][X/x] : B[ξ].
Applying (XDAbs), we obtain
∆[ξ, ρ] I` aux Lam(x, Y [ρ[x← x]]) : Arr(A[ξ], B[ξ]),
hence, with Fact2, we have
∆[ξ, ρ] I` aux Lam(x, Y )[ρ] : Arr(A,B)[ξ],
as desired.
(XTAbs), so that ∆ I` aux X : All(α,B) was obtained from
∀A. ∆, A I` aux X : B[A/α]: By the first variable convention,
we may assume that α is fresh for ∆ and for ξ(β) for all β ∈
FV(B) \ {α}. Taking A = α, we have
Fact1: ∆, α I` aux X : B.
By Lemma 1.(3), we have
Fact2: All(α,B)[ξ] = All(α,B[ξ[α← α]]).
By Lemma 1.(5), we have
Fact3: ∀A.B[ξ[α← α]][A/α] = B[ξ[α← A]].
Fix A. Using IH for Fact2, we have
(∆, α)[ρ, ξ[α← A]] I` aux X[ρ] : B[ξ[α← A]],
hence, by Lemma 9 (since α is fresh for ∆), we have
∆[ξ, ρ], A I` aux X[ρ] : B[ξ[α← A]],
hence, with Fact3, we have
∆[ξ, ρ], A I` aux X[ρ] : B[ξ[α← α]][A/α].
We thus proved
∀A. ∆[ξ, ρ], A I` aux X[ρ] : B[ξ[α← α]][A/α].
Applying (XDAbs), we obtain
∆[ξ, ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : All(α,B[ξ[α← α]]),
hence, with Fact2, we have
∆[ξ, ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : All(α,B)[ξ],
as desired.
(XTApp), so that ∆ I` aux X : B[A/α] was obtained from ∆ I` aux X :
All(α,B):
By the first variable convention, we may assume that α is fresh for
∆ and for ξ(β) for all β ∈ FV(B) \ {α}. By Lemma 1.(3), we
have
Fact2: All(α,B)[ξ] = All(α,B[ξ[α← α]]).
By Lemma 1.(5), we have
Fact3: B[A/α][ξ] = B[ξ[α← α]][A[ξ]/α].
By IH, we have
∆[ξ[α← α], ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : All(α,B)[ξ],
hence, with Fact2, we have
∆[ξ[α← α], ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : All(α,B[ξ[α← α]]),
hence, by Lemma 9 (since α is fresh for ∆), we have
∆[ξ, ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : All(α,B[ξ[α← α]]).
Applying (XTApp), we obtain
∆[ξ, ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : B[ξ[α← α]][A[ξ]/α],
hence, with Fact3, we have
∆[ξ, ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : B[A/α][ξ],
as desired. 
Proof of Lemma 11.
It would suffice to prove that the corresponding clauses (XDAbs)
versus (GDAbs), (XTAbs) versus (GTAbs), and (XTApp) versus
(GTApp) have the same instances. For this, we define the following
sets:
- SXDAbs ⊆ P(Gcontext×Dterm×Tterm)×(Gcontext×Dterm×
Tterm), where SXDAbs =
{({((∆, X : A), Y [X/x], B). X ∈ Dterm}, (∆, Lam(x, Y ),
Arr(A,B))).x ∈ Dvar, Y ∈ Dterm, A,B ∈ Tterm, ∆ ∈
Gcontext}.
- SGDAbs ⊆ P(Gcontext×Dterm×Tterm)×(Gcontext×Dterm×
Tterm), where SGDAbs =
{({((∆, X : A),YX,B). X ∈ Dterm}, (∆, Lm(Y),Arr(A,B))).
Y ∈ Dterm# Dterm, A,B ∈ Tterm, ∆ ∈ Gcontext}.
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- SXTAbs ⊆ P(Gcontext×Dterm×Tterm)×(Gcontext×Dterm×
Tterm), where SXTAbs =
{({((∆, A), X,B[A/α]). A ∈ Tterm}, (∆, X,All(α,B))). α ∈
Dvar, X ∈ Dterm, B ∈ Tterm, ∆ ∈ Gcontext}.
- SGTAbs ⊆ P(Gcontext×Dterm×Tterm)×(Gcontext×Dterm×
Tterm), where SGTAbs =
{({((∆, A), X,BA). A ∈ Tterm}, (∆, X,Al (B))). X ∈ Dterm,B ∈
Tterm# Tterm, ∆ ∈ Gcontext}.
- SXTApp ⊆ (Gcontext×Dterm× Tterm)× (Gcontext×Dterm×
Tterm), where SXTAbs =
{((∆, X,All(α,B)), (∆, X,B[A/α])). α ∈ Tvar, X ∈ Dterm,
A,B ∈ Tterm, ∆ ∈ Gcontext}.
- SGTApp ⊆ (Gcontext×Dterm×Tterm)× (Gcontext×Dterm×
Tterm), where SGTAbs =
{((∆, X,Al (B)), (∆, X,BA)). X ∈ Dterm, A ∈ Tterm, B ∈
Tterm# Tterm, ∆ ∈ Gcontext}.
We need to show that SXDAbs = SGDAbs, SXTAbs = SGTAbs, and
SXTApp = SGTApp.
We show that SXDAbs ⊆ SGDAbs:
FixK = ({((∆, X : A), Y [X/x], B). X ∈ Dterm}, (∆, Lam(x, Y ),
Arr(A,B))) ∈ SXDAbs. Let Y = #1(Lam(x, Y )). Then (by
Lemma 5) Lm(Y) = #0(Lam(x, Y )) = Lam(x, Y ). Moreover,
Y = λX. Y [X/x], hence YX = Y [X/x] for all X . Therefore
K = ({((∆, X : A),YX,B). X ∈ Dterm}, (∆, Lm(Y),Arr(A,B)))
∈ SGDAbs.
We show that SGDAbs ⊆ SXDAbs:
Fix K = ({((∆, X : A),YX,B). X ∈ Dterm}, (∆, Lm(Y),
Arr(A,B))) ∈ SGDAbs. Assume Y is determined by Lam(x, Y ),
i.e., thatY = #1(Lam(x, Y )). Then again Lm(Y) = #0(Lam(x, Y ))
= Lam(x, Y ). Moreover, Y = λX. Y [X/x], hence YX =
Y [X/x] for all X . Therefore
K =
({((∆, X : A), Y [X/x], B). X ∈ Dterm}, (∆, Lam(x, Y ),Arr(A,B)))
∈ SXDAbs.
We show that SXTAbs ⊆ SGTAbs:
FixK = ({((∆, A), X,B[A/α]). A ∈ Tterm}, (∆, X,All(α,B))) ∈
SXTAbs. Let B = #1(All(α,B)). Then (by Lemma 5) Al (B) =
#0(All(α,B)) = All(α,B). Moreover, B = λA.B[A/α], hence
BA = B[A/α] for all A. Therefore
K = ({((∆, A), X,BA). A ∈ Tterm}, (∆, X,Al (B)))
∈ SGTAbs.
We show that SGTAbs ⊆ SXTAbs:
Fix K = ({((∆, A), X,BA). A ∈ Tterm}, (∆, X,Al (B))) ∈
SGTAbs. AssumeB is determined byAll(α,B), i.e.,B = #1(All(α,B)).
Then again Al (B) = #0(All(α,B)) = All(α,B). Moreover,
B = λA.B[A/α], hence BA = B[A/α] for all A. Therefore
K = ({((∆, A), X,B[A/α]). A ∈ Tterm}, (∆, X,All(α,B)))
∈ SXTAbs.
We show that SXTApp ⊆ SGTApp:
Fix K = ((∆, X,All(α,B)), (∆, X,B[A/α])) ∈ SXTApp. Let
B = #1(All(α,B)). Then (by Lemma 5)Al (B) = #0(All(α,B)) =
All(α,B). Moreover, B = λC.B[C/α], hence BA = B[A/α].
Therefore
K = ((∆, X,Al (B)), (∆, X,BA)) ∈ SGTApp.
We show that SGTApp ⊆ SXTApp:
Fix K = ((∆, X,Al (B)), (∆, X,BA)) ∈ SGTApp. Assume
B is determined by All(α,B), i.e., B = #1(All(α,B)). Then
again Al (B) = #0(All(α,B)) = All(α,B). Moreover, B =
λC.B[C/α], hence BA = B[A/α]. Therefore
K = ((∆, X,All(α,B)), (∆, X,B[A/α])) ∈ SXTApp.

Proof of Proposition 7.
Since I` and I` aux coincide by Lemma 11 and since (3) clearly
implies (2), it suffices to prove the following:
(a) Γ I` aux X : A implies Γ ` X : A.
(b) Γ ` X : A implies ∀ξ, ρ. Γ I` aux X : A.
We prove (a) by induction on the definition of I` aux . We have
the following cases, according to the last employed clause:
(XStart): Immediate, applying (Start).
One of (XDWeak), (XTWeak), (XDApp) or (XTApp): Immediate,
using IH and applying (DWeak), (TWeak), (DApp) or (TApp),
respectively.
(XDAbs), so that Γ I` aux Lam(x, Y ) : Arr(A,B) was obtained
from
∀X. Γ, X : A I` aux Y [X/x] : B: By the first variable convention,
we may assume x fresh for Γ. Taking X = x, we have Γ, x :
A I` aux Y : B. By IH, we have Γ, x : A ` Y : B, hence, applying
(DAbs), we obtain Γ ` Lam(x, Y ) : Arr(A,B), as desired.
(XTAbs), so that Γ I` aux X : All(α,B) was obtained from
∀A. Γ, A I` aux X : B[A/α]: By the first variable convention, we
may assume α fresh for Γ. Taking A = α, we have Γ, α I` aux X :
B. By IH, we have Γ, α ` X : B, hence, applying (DAbs), we
obtain Γ ` X : All(α,B), as desired.
We prove (b) by induction on the definition of  . We have the
following cases, according to the last employed clause:
(Start): Immediate, applying (XStart).
One of (DWeak), (TWeak), (DApp): Immediate, using IH and ap-
plying
(XDWeak), (XTWeak) or (XDApp), respectively.
(DAbs), so that Γ ` Lam(x, Y ) : Arr(A,B) followed from
Γ, x : A ` Y : B, with x fresh for Γ:
Parenthesis. This (as well as the next case, of (TAbs)) is an exam-
ple of a situation where it would not be sound to use a convention
in the style of the first variable convention, by allowing ourselves
to assume that x is fresh for ρ(y) for all y ∈ FV(Y ). This is be-
cause the proof context has an occurrence of x which is “unpro-
tected” (i.e., is not within a subexpression of the form Lam(x, Y )
or Y [Z/x]) in Γ, x : A ` Y : B. For being able to make such an
assumption, one would need the more involved conceptual appara-
tus based on equivariance offered by Nominal Logic. Fortunately,
here we can work around these cases “manually”, by explicitly sub-
stituting with a fresh variable and manipulating environments.
End of parenthesis.
Let x′ be fresh for Y and fresh for ρ(y) for all y ∈ FV(Y ). Let
Y ′ = Y [x′/x]. By Lemma 1.(1), we have
Fact1: Lam(x, Y ) = Lam(x′, Y ′).
By Lemma 1.(3), we have
Lam(x′, Y ′)[ρ] = Lam(x′, Y ′[ρ[x′ ← x]]),
hence, with Fact1, we have
Fact2: Lam(x, Y )[ρ] = Lam(x′, Y ′[ρ[x′ ← x]]).
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By Lemma 1.(5,4), we have
Fact3: Y [ρ[x← X]] = Y ′[ρ[x′ ← X]].
By Lemma 1.(5), we have
Y ′[ρ[x′ ← X]] = Y ′[ρ[x′ ← x′]][X/x′],
hence, with Fact3, we have
Fact4: Y [ρ[x← X]] = Y ′[ρ[x′ ← x′]][X/x′].
Fix X . By IH, we have
(Γ, x : A)[ρ[x← X], ξ] I` aux Y [ρ[x← X]] : B[ξ],
hence, by Lemma 9 (since x is fresh for Γ), we have
Γ[ξ, ρ], X : A[ξ] I` aux Y [ρ[x← X]] : B[ξ],
hence, by Fact4, we have
Γ[ξ, ρ], X : A[ξ] I` aux Y
′[ρ[x′ ← x′]][X/x′] : B[ξ].
We thus proved
∀X. Γ[ξ, ρ], X : A[ξ] I` aux Y ′[ρ[x′ ← x′]][X/x′] : B[ξ].
Applying (XDAbs), we obtain
Γ[ξ, ρ] I` aux Lam(x
′, Y ′[ρ[x′ ← x′]]) : Arr(A[ξ], B[ξ]),
hence, with Fact2, we have
Γ[ξ, ρ] I` aux Lam(x, Y )[ρ] : Arr(A,B)[ξ],
as desired.
(TAbs), so that Γ ` X : All(α,B) followed from Γ, α ` X : B,
with α fresh for Γ: Let α′ be fresh for B and fresh for ξ(β) for all
β ∈ FV(Y ). Let B′ = B[α′/α]. By Lemma 1.(1), we have
Fact1: All(α,B) = All(α′, B′).
By Lemma 1.(3), we have
All(α′, B′)[ξ] = All(α′, B′[ξ[α′ ← α′]]),
hence, with Fact1, we have
Fact2: All(α,B)[ξ] = All(α′, B′[ξ[α′ ← α′]]).
By Lemma 1.(5,4), we have
Fact3: B[ξ[α← A]] = B′[ξ[α′ ← A]].
By Lemma 1.(5), we have
B′[ξ[α′ ← A]] = B′[ξ[α′ ← α′]][A/α′],
hence, with Fact3, we have
Fact4: B[ξ[α← A]] = B′[ξ[α′ ← α′]][A/α′].
Fix A. By IH, we have
(Γ, α)[ρ, ξ[α← A]] I` aux X[ρ] : B[ξ[α← A]],
hence, by Lemma 9 (since α is fresh for Γ), we have
Γ[ξ, ρ], A I` aux X[ρ] : B[ξ[α← A]],
hence, by Fact4, we have
Γ[ξ, ρ], A I` aux X[ρ] : B
′[ξ[α′ ← α′]][A/α′].
We thus proved
∀A. Γ[ξ, ρ], A I` aux X[ρ] : B′[ξ[α′ ← α′]][A/α′].
Applying (XTAbs), we obtain
Γ[ξ, ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : All(α
′, B′[ξ[α′ ← α′]]),
hence, with Fact2, we have
Γ[ξ, ρ] I` aux X[ρ] : All(α,B)[ξ],
as desired.
(TApp), so that Γ ` X : B[A/α] was obtained from Γ ` X :
All(α,B). By the first variable convention, we may assume that α
is fresh for ξ(β) for all β ∈ FV(B) \ {α}. By Lemma 1.(3), we
have
Fact1: All(α,B)[ξ] = All(α,B[ξ[α← α]]).
By Lemma 1.(5), we have
Fact2: B[A/α][ξ] = B[ξ[α← α]][A[ξ]/α].
By IH, we have
Γ[ξ, ρ] ` X[ρ] : All(α,B)[ξ],
hence, with Fact1, we have
Γ[ξ, ρ] ` X[ρ] : All(α,B[ξ[α← α]]),
hence, applying (XTApp), we obtain
Γ[ξ, ρ] ` X[ρ] : B[ξ[α← α]][A[ξ]/α],
hence, with Fact2, we have
Γ[ξ, ρ] ` X[ρ] : B[A/α][ξ],
as desired. 
Proof of Proposition 8.
(1): Immediate from Lemmas 11 and 10.
(2): Closure under (GDAbsFrV ar): Assume that ∆, x : A I` Y x :
B for some x fresh for Y and ∆. Assume Y is determined by
Lam(x′, Y ′) and let Y = Y ′[x/x′]. Since x is fresh for Y
(hence for Lam(x′, Y ′)), by Lemma 1.(1) we have Lam(x′, Y ′) =
Lam(x, Y ), hence #1(Lam(x, Y )) = Y . ThenY = λX. Y [X/x],
hence
Fact1: YX = Y [X/x] for all X ,
in particular, Y x = Y , hence
Fact2: ∆, X : A I` Y : B.
Fix X . By Fact2 and point (1) for ρ = X/x and ξ = Tvar ↪→
Tterm, we obtain
(∆, x : A)[X/x, Tvar ↪→ Tterm] I` Y [X/x] : B[Tvar ↪→ Tterm],
hence, since x is fresh for ∆,
∆, x : A I` Y [X/x] : B,
hence, by Fact1,
∆, X : A I` YX : B.
We thus proved
∀X. ∆, X : A I` YX : B,
hence, applying (GDAbs), we obtain
∆ I` Lm(Y) : Arr(A,B),
as desired.
Closure under (GTAbsFrV ar): Assume that ∆, α I` X : B α
for some α fresh for B and ∆. Assume B is determined by
All(α′, B′) and letB = B′[α/α′]. Since α is fresh forB (hence for
All(α′, B′)), by Lemma 1.(1) we have All(α′, B′) = All(α,B),
hence #1(All(α,B)) = B. Then B = λA.B[A/α], hence
Fact1: BA = B[A/α] for all A,
in particular, B α = B, hence
Fact2: ∆, α I` X : B.
Fix A. By Fact2 and point (1) for ρ = Dvar ↪→ Dterm and
ξ = A/α, we obtain
(∆, α)[Dvar ↪→ Dterm, A/α] I` X[Dvar ↪→ Dterm] : B[A/α],
hence, since α is fresh for ∆,
∆, A I` X : B[A/α],
hence, by Fact1,
∆, A I` X : BA.
We thus proved
∀A. ∆, A I` X : BA,
hence, applying (GTAbs), we have
∆ I` X : Al (B),
as desired.
Closure under (GDAbsV ar) and (GTAbsV ar): Follows from clo-
sure under (GDAbsV arFr) and (GTAbsV arFr) given the fact that
there always exists a fresh dvar or tvar for a finite set of dterms and
tterms. 
Proof of Proposition 9.
We define the map pairs : Gcontext → P(Dterm × Tterm) recur-
sively as follows:
• pairs([]) = ∅.
• pairs(∆, A) = pairs(∆).
• pairs(∆, X : A) = pairs(∆) ∪ {(X,A)}.
(Thus pairs(∆) consists of all pairs X : A appearing in ∆.)
Let Ω ⊆ Gcontext×Dterm×Tterm be {(∆, X,A). pairs(∆) ⊆
θ ⇒ (X,A) ∈ θ}. If we show that I` ⊆ Ω, then we are done,
because, in particular, we would have that [] I` X : A implies
([], X,A) ∈ Ω, i.e., (X,A) ∈ θ.
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So let us show I` ⊆ Ω by induction on the definition of I` .
We have the following cases, according to the last applied rule:
(GDApp) or (GTApp): Immediate, using IH and applying (DAppθ)
or (TAppθ).
(GDAbs), so that ∆ I` Lm(Y) : Arr(A,B) was obtained from
∀X. ∆, X : A I` YX : B: By IH, we have
∀X. ((∆, X : A),YX,B) ∈ Ω, i.e.,
∀X. pairs(∆, X : A) ⊆ θ ⇒ (YX,B) ∈ θ, i.e.,
Fact1: ∀X. pairs(∆) ∪ {(X,A)} ⊆ θ ⇒ (YX,B) ∈ θ.
Assume that pairs(∆) ⊆ θ. Then, from Fact1, we have
∀X. (X,A) ∈ θ ⇒ (YX,B) ∈ θ,
hence, with (DAbsθ), we have
(Lm(Y),Arr(A,B)) ∈ θ.
We have thus proved:
pairs(∆) ⊆ θ ⇒ (Lm(Y),Arr(A,B)) ∈ θ, i.e.,
(∆, Lm(Y),Arr(A,B)) ∈ Ω,
as desired.
(GTAbs), so that ∆ I` X : Al (B) was obtained from ∀A.∆, A I` X : BA:
By IH, we have
∀A. ((∆, A), X,BA) ∈ Ω, i.e.,
∀A. pairs(∆, A) ⊆ θ ⇒ (X,BA) ∈ θ, i.e.,
Fact1: ∀A. pairs(∆) ⊆ θ ⇒ (X,BA) ∈ θ.
Assume that pairs(∆) ⊆ θ. Then, from Fact1, we have
∀A. (X,BA) ∈ θ,
hence, with (TAbsθ), we have
(X,Al (B)) ∈ θ.
We have thus proved:
pairs(∆) ⊆ θ ⇒ (X,Al (B)) ∈ θ, i.e.,
(∆, X,Al (B)) ∈ Ω,
as desired. 
E.2 Left-out proofs of facts concerning System F
Proof of Proposition 10.
The following proof is a mere synthetic rephrasing of the analytic
argument given in Section 5.1.
Consider the following clauses, expressing potential properties
of subsets S ⊆ Dtm (these clauses are assumed, as usual, uni-
versally quantified over all their remaining parameters, namely,
n,Zi, Ci, y,X,Y):
n ∈ IN Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G
App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S (VCl∞)
n ∈ IN X,Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S
App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S (Cl∞)
Let the set C ⊆ P(G) be defined as follows:
C = {S ⊆ G. S closed under (VCl∞) and (Cl∞)}.
We define the operator Carr : C × C → C as follows:
- Carr(S1, S2) = {Y. ∀X ∈ S1.App(Y,X) ∈ S2}.
We need to prove that Carr is well-defined, i.e., that Carr(S1, S2) ∈
C whenever S1, S2 ∈ C. For this, fix S1, S2 ∈ C. We need to show
Carr(S1, S2) ∈ C.
• First we show that Carr(S1, S2) ⊆ G. Fix Y ∈ Carr(S1, S2).
By (AppClG), it suffices to show ∀x. App(Y, x) ∈ G. So fix x.
Since S1 is in C, hence closed under (VCl∞), we have x ∈ S1,
implying, by the definition of Carr(S1, S2), that App(Y, x) ∈
S2, hence App(Y, x) ∈ G, as desired.
• Next we show that Carr(S1, S2) is closed under (VCl∞). Fix y
and fix Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G.
We need to show that App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ Carr(S1, S2), i.e.,
that
∀Z ∈ S1. App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2.
For this, fix Z ∈ S1. Then Z ∈ G, hence, since Z1, . . . , Zn ∈
G, with the closeness of S2 under (VCl∞) we obtain
App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2,
as desired.
• Next we show that Carr(S1, S2) is closed under (Cl∞). Fix Y ,
and fixX,Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G such thatApp(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈
Carr(S1, S2), i.e., such that:
FACT: ∀Z ∈ S1. App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2.
We need to show that
App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ Carr(S1, S2), i.e., that
∀Z ∈ S1. App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2.
For this, fix Z ∈ S1. By FACT, we have
App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2,
hence, since X,Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ G and also Z ∈ G, with the
closeness of S2 under (Cl∞) we obtain
App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2,
as desired. (This concludes the proof of the fact that Carr is
well-defined.)
We now define the operator Cal : P6=∅(C) → C by CalK =
T
K.
We show that Cal is well-defined. Fix K ∈ P6=∅(C). Pick S ∈ K.
Then S ⊆ GA for some A, henceTK ⊆ GA. Moreover,TK is
closed under (VCl∞) and (Cl∞) because each element of K is so.
Therefore,
T
K ∈ C, as desired.
We take Tvar to have at least the cardinal of C. By Corollary 3,
there exists a map θ : Tterm→ C that commutes with Carr and Cal,
i.e.:
-(I) θ(Arr(A,B)) = {Y. ∀X ∈ θ A.App(Y,X) ∈ θ B}.
-(II) θ(Al (B)) = TA∈Tterm θ(BA).
Now, (II) is precisely the conjunction of the clauses (TAbsθ)
and (TAppθ) from Proposition 9 (rephrased), while (I) implies
θ(Arr(A,B)) ⊆ {Y. ∀X ∈ θ A.App(Y,X) ∈ θ B}, which is
a rephrasing of (DAppθ). It remains to check (TAppθ). For this, fix
A,B,Y and assume that ∀X ∈ θ A. YX ∈ θ B.
Fix X ∈ θ A. From the assumption, we have YX ∈ θ B.
Hence, since also X ∈ G, from the closeness of θ B under (Cl∞),
we have App(Lm(Y), X)) ∈ θ B.
We have thus proved ∀X ∈ θ A. App(Lm(Y), X)) ∈ θ B,
i.e., Lm(Y) ∈ θ(Arr(A,B)). This concludes the proof of (TAppθ).
Thus the hypotheses of Proposition 9 (rephrased) are satisfied
by θ : Tterm → C (regarded as a map in Tterm → P(Dterm)). By
this proposition then, I` X : A implies X ∈ θ A for all X,A. And
since θA ⊆ G for all A, it follows that I` X : A implies X ∈ G
for all X,A, as desired. 
Proof of the extension of Proposition 10 to dependent families.
Consider the following clauses, expressing closure properties for
subsets S ⊆ Dtm (assumed, as usual, universally quantified over
all their unqualified parameters, namely, n,Zi, Ci, y,X,Y, A):
n ∈ IN Z1 ∈ GC1 . . . Zn ∈ GCn
App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S (VCl∞)
n ∈ IN X ∈ GA Z1 ∈ GC1 . . . Zn ∈ GCn
App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S
App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ S (Cl∞)
Let the family (DA)A∈Tterm be defined as follows:
DA = {S ⊆ GA. S closed under VCl∞ and Cl∞}. Let C =S
A∈TtermDA. By hypotheses (ii) and (iii), we have ∀α. Gα ∈D α, hence
Fact1: ∀α. D α 6= ∅.
Moreover, fix α and fix S ∈ C. Then S ∈ DA for some A.
Hence S ⊆ GA and S is closed under VCl∞ and Cl∞. Moreover,
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from hypothesis (i), from S ⊆ GA we obtain S ⊆ Gα. Therefore
S ∈ Dα.
We have thus shown ∀α. C ⊆ Dα, hence:
Fact2: ∀α. C = Dα.
We define the operator Carr : C × C → C as follows:
- Carr(S1, S2) = {Y. ∀X ∈ S1.App(Y,X) ∈ S2}.
We need to prove that Carr is well-defined, i.e., that Carr(S1, S2) ∈
C whenever S1, S2 ∈ C. This follows from the following fact,
which we wish to prove anyway:
Fact3: ∀A,B. ∀S1 ∈ DA. ∀S2 ∈ DB. Carr(S1, S2) ∈
D(Arr(A,B)).
To prove the latter, fix A,B, S1, S2 and assume S1 ∈ DA and
S2 ∈ DB. We need to show Carr(S1, S2) ∈ D(Arr(A,B)).
• First we show that Carr(S1, S2) ⊆ G(Arr(A,B)). Fix Y ∈
Carr(S1, S2). According to hypothesis (iv), it suffices to show
∀x. App(Y, x) ∈ GB. So fix x. Since S1 is in DB, hence
closed under (VCl∞), we have x ∈ S1, implying, by the defini-
tion of Carr(S1, S2), that App(Y, x) ∈ S2, hence App(Y, x) ∈
GB, as desired.
• Next we show that Carr(S1, S2) is closed under (VCl∞). Fix y
and C1, . . . , Cn and fix Z1 ∈ GC1, . . . , Zn ∈ GCn.
We need to show that App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ Carr(S1, S2), i.e.,
that
∀Z ∈ S1. App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2.
For this, fix Z ∈ S1. Then Z ∈ GA, hence, since Z1 ∈
GC1, . . . , Zn ∈ GCn, with the closeness of S2 under (VCl∞)
(hypothesis (ii)) we obtain
App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2,
as desired.
• Next we show that Carr(S1, S2) is closed under (Cl∞). Fix Y ,
fix A′, C1, . . . , Cn and fix X ∈ GA′, Z1 ∈ GC1, . . . , Zn ∈
GCn such that App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ Carr(S1, S2), i.e.,
such that:
Fact: ∀Z ∈ S1. App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2.
We need to show that
App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ Carr(S1, S2), i.e., that
∀Z ∈ S1. App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2.
For this, fix Z ∈ S1. By Fact, we have
App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2,
hence, since X ∈ GA′, Z1 ∈ GC1, . . . , Zn ∈ GCn and also
Z ∈ GA, with the closeness of S2 under (Cl∞) (hypothesis
(iii)) we obtain
App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn, Z) ∈ S2,
as desired. (This concludes the proof of Fact3.)
We now define the operator Cal : P6=∅(C)→ C by CalK =
T
K.
We first show that Cal is well-defined. Fix K ∈ P6=∅(C). Pick
S ∈ K. Then S ⊆ GA for someA, henceTK ⊆ GA. Moreover,T
K is closed under (VCl∞) and (Cl∞) because each element of
K is so. Therefore
T
K ∈ DA, henceTK ∈ C, as desired.
Next we prove the following:
Fact4: Cal({F α. α ∈ Tvar}) ∈ D(Al (B)) for all B and all
(F α)α ∈ Qα∈Tvar D(B α). For this, fix B and fix (F α)α ∈Q
α∈Tvar(D(B α)), i.e., such that
Fact5: ∀α. F α ∈ D(B α).
We need to show
T
α∈Tvar F α ∈ D(Al (B)).
• From Fact5, eachF α is closed under (VCl∞) and (Cl∞), henceT
α∈Tvar F α is so.
• From Fact5, ∀α. F α ⊆ G(B α), henceT
α∈Tvar F α ⊆
T
α∈Tvar G(B α),
hence, with hypothesis (v),T
α∈Tvar F α ⊆ G(Al B),
as desired. (This concludes the proof of Fact4.)
We take Tvar to have at least the cardinal of C. Now, the hypotheses
of Corollary 3 (the version with dependent families), taking Carr as
Capp and Cal as Clm, and of course Arr as App and Al as Lm), are
satisfied by Facts 1-4. Hence there exists a family (θ A)A∈Tterm ∈Q
A∈Tterm(DTterm) that commutes with Carr and Cal, i.e.:
-(I) θ(Arr(A,B)) = {Y. ∀X ∈ θ A.App(Y,X) ∈ θ B}.
-(II) θ(Al (B)) = TA∈Tterm θ(BA).
Now, (II) is precisely the conjunction of the clauses (TAbsθ)
and (TAppθ) from Proposition 9 (rephrased), while (I) implies
θ(Arr(A,B)) ⊆ {Y. ∀X ∈ θ A.App(Y,X) ∈ θ B}, which is
a rephrasing of (DAppθ). It remains to check (TAppθ). For this, fix
A,B,Y and assume that
Fact6: ∀X ∈ θ A. YX ∈ θ B.
Fix X ∈ θ A. From Fact6, we have YX ∈ θ B. Hence, since
also X ∈ GA, from the closeness of θ B under (Cl∞), we have
App(Lm(Y), X)) ∈ θ B.
We have thus proved ∀X ∈ θ A. App(Lm(Y), X)) ∈ θ B,
i.e., Lm(Y) ∈ θ(Arr(A,B)), as desired. This concludes the proof
of (TAppθ).
Thus the hypotheses of Proposition 9 (rephrased) are satisfied
by θ : Tterm → C (regarded as a map in Tterm → P(Dterm)).
By this proposition then, I` X : A implies X ∈ θ A for all X,A.
And since θA ⊆ GA for all A, it follows that I` X : A implies
X ∈ GA for all X,A, as desired. 
Proof of Proposition 12.
Assume ∀X,A. [] I` X : A⇒ X ∈ SN . We show ∀X,A,Γ. Γ I` X :
A⇒ X ∈ SN . by induction on Γ. Cases:
Γ = []: Covered by the hypothesis.
Γ has the form Γ′, y : B: Let X be such that y ∈ Fresh(X )
and X y = X (guaranteed by Proposition 1.(9))). We have that
y ∈ Fresh(Γ′). Moreover, from Γ′, y : B I` X y : A, apply-
ing (GDAbsVarFr), we obtain Γ′ I` Lm(X ) : Arr(B,A). By IH,
Lm(X ) ∈ SN . Now, to prove the desired fact, namely X ∈ SN ,
assume that (Xi)i∈IN is such that X0 = X and Xi  Xi+1 for
all i ∈ IN . Let X 0 = X and, for each i > 0, X i be such that
y ∈ Fresh(X i) and X i y = Xi (guaranteed by Proposition 1.(9)).
Applying (XiVarFr), we obtain Lm(X i)  Lm(X i+1). The chain
(Lm(X i))i∈IN contradicts Lm(X ) ∈ SN .
Γ has the form Γ′, β: LetA be such that β ∈ Fresh(A) andAβ =
A (guaranteed by Proposition 1.(9)). We have that β ∈ Fresh(Γ′).
Moreover, from Γ′, β I` X : Aβ, applying (GTAbsVarFr), we ob-
tain Γ′ I` X : Al (A). By IH, X ∈ SN , as desired. 
Proof of Proposition 13.
We check the hypotheses of Proposition 10.
We check closeness under (AppCl): Assume ∀x. App(Y, x) ∈
SN . Choose x ∈ Var. Then any infinite chain (Ym)m∈IN with
Y0 = Y and Ym  Ym+1 for all m ∈ IN would yield, via
(GAppL), the infinite chain (App(Ym, x))m∈IN withApp(Y0, x) =
App(Y, x) and App(Ym, x)  App(Ym+1, x), contradicting
App(Y, x) ∈ SN .
We check closeness under (VCl∞): Fix y and fix Z1, . . . , Zn ∈
SN . We need to show that App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ SN , i.e., that
there exists no infinite  -chain starting in App(y, Z1, . . . , Zn).
Assume that such a chain exists. Doing (nested) case-analysis on
the last applied rule for deriving the reductions, we find that the
chain has the form (App(y, Z1,m, . . . , Zn,m)m∈IN where ∀i ∈
1, n. Zi,0 = Zi and where, for all m ∈ IN , there exists i ∈ 1, n
such that:
Zi,m+1  Zi,m and ∀j ∈ 1, n \ {i}. Zj,m+1 = Zj,m. By
the pigeonhole principle, there exists i ∈ 1, n and an infinite
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chain (Z′k)k∈IN such that Z
′
0 = Zi and ∀k ∈ IN. Z′k  Z′k+1,
contradicting Zi ∈ SN .
We check closeness under (Cl∞): FixY and fixX,Z1, . . . , Zn ∈
SN . Assume App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ SN . We need to show
that App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ SN , i.e., that there exists no
infinite  -chain starting in App(Lm(Y), X, Z1, . . . , Zn). We
therefore assume that such a chain Ch exists and try to reach a
contradiction.
Let us analyze how a typical element of Ch looks like. We
shall only “follow” the chain up to the point where the pattern
App(Lm(Y ′), X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n) (for some Y ′, X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n)
breaks, or indefinitely if this pattern never breaks. Doing (nested)
case analysis on the defining clauses of  , we find that if
App(Lm(Y ′), X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n)  Z′′, then one of the following
cases has to hold:
-(a) Either Z′′ = App(Lm(Y ′′), X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n) for some Y ′′
such that Y ′ Y  Y ′′ Y for all Y .
-(b) Or Z′′ = App(Lm(Y ′), X ′′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n) for some X ′′ such
that X ′  X ′′.
-(c) Or there exists i ∈ 1, n and Z′′i such that
Z′′ = App(Lm(Y ′), X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′i−1, Z′′i , Z′i+1, . . . , Z′n)
and Z′i  Z′′i .
-(d) Or Z′′ = App(Y ′′X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n).
Note that the cases (a)-(c) preserve the aforementioned pattern,
while (d) breaks it. We therefore distinguish two cases:
(I) No reduction in Ch is subject to case (d): Then Ch has the form
(App(Lm(Y), X, Z1,m, . . . , Zn,m))m∈IN , where Zi,0 = Zi
for all i ∈ 1, n and one of the following three cases holds for
all m ∈ IN :
1. ∀Y. Ym Y  Ym+1 Y ∧
Xm = Xm+1 ∧
(∀i ∈ 1, n. Zi,m = Zi,m+1).
2. Ym = Ym+1 ∧
Xm  Xm+1 ∧
(∀i ∈ 1, n. Zi,m = Zi,m+1).
3. Ym = Ym+1 ∧
Xm = Xm+1 ∧
(∃i ∈ 1, n. Zi,m  Zi,m+1 ∧
(∀j ∈ 1, n \ {i}. Zj,m = Zj,m+1)).
By the pigeonhole principle, one of the above (1)-(3) has to hold
infinitely often, and therefore one of the following three cases
is true:
1. There exists an infinite chain (Yk)k∈IN such that Y0 = Y
and ∀k. ∀Y. Yk Y  Yk+1 Y,
case in which we find the infinite chain of consecutively
reducing terms (App(YkX,Z1, . . . , Zn))k∈IN starting in
(App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn))k∈IN , hence contradicting the as-
sumption that the latter is strongly normalizing.
2. There exists an infinite chain (Xk)k∈IN such that X0 = X
and ∀k. Xk  Xk+1,
which contradicts the assumption thatX is strongly normal-
izing.
3. There exists i ∈ 1, n and an infinite chain (Z′k)k∈IN such
that Z′0 = Zi and ∀k. Z′k  Z′k+1,
which contradicts the assumption that Zi is strongly nor-
malizing.
(II) There is a reduction in Ch which is subject to case (d): Then
there existm, Y ′, X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n such that the following hold:
• (a) ∀Y. Y Y  ∗ Y ′ Y .
• (b) X  ∗ X ′.
• (c) ∀i ∈ 1, n. Zi  ∗ Z′i.
• (d) The m’th term in Ch is App(Lm(Y ′), X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n).
• (e) The (m+ 1)’th term in Ch is App(Y ′X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n).
From (b) and Proposition 14, we have that YX  ∗ YX ′.
Moreover, from (a), we haveYX ′  ∗ Y ′X ′. HenceYX  ∗
Y ′X ′, and, with (c) and n applications of the rule (GApp), we
obtain App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn)  App(Y ′X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n).
Since App(YX,Z1, . . . , Zn) ∈ SN by hypothesis, it follows
that App(Y ′X ′, Z′1, . . . , Z′n) ∈ SN , which contradicts (e). 
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